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Outgrown Your Bank?
As your finances change and grow, so too should your banking. If you’re ready for a quality banking approach that 

has been around for more than 80 years, come and see us. We’ll be glad to show you how much better banking can be.
www.pioneertrustbank.com    503-363-3136

Economic Signs are Bright for Downtown Salem

A few of the many signs that  can be seen at night illuminating downtown Salem.

Rivers Condos Breaks Gound 
in Downtown Salem

Kevin & Ida Lafky break ground on 
their Rivers luxury condominimums

Downtown Landmark 
Celebrates Full Occupancy

Salem’s Tallest Building

When Attorney Jennifer 
Perez, John Reed’s 
Vocational Services and the 
Wells Fargo Bank signed 
leases at the Capitol Center 
this month, an historic 
milestone was reached:  
For the first time in more 
than 25 years, Salem’s 
tallest office building is 
100% occupied.  

“It could very well be the 
only time the building has 
been completely full,” says 
Owner Roger Yost, “but 

our occupancy records 
only go back to the early 
1980s.”

Ted Pikes of Mountain 
West Jennings, who 
manages the property 
for Yost, believes a 96% 
occupancy in the mid-90s 
was the highest previous 
record level for the 40,000 
square foot building.

The Capitol Center, an 
11-story structure built 

Continued on page �

By mIChAEL pATRICK O’COnnOR

The landscape of downtown Salem is 
changing.  New businesses are joining well-
established ones in the downtown core.  
One of the new downtown eateries is The 

Big Kahuna located in the renovated Bishop 
Building at 145 Liberty Street.

Co-owner Melanie A. Nelson is a believer 
in working and living in the heart of the city.  
“What I see happening over the next couple of 

years is a lot of different businesses thriving 
down here.  I think it’s a huge help with 
downtown living becoming pretty popular,” 
Nelson told me during a slower moment at 
her popular eatery featuring a fusion-based 

menu of dishes from the Philippines and the 
Hawaiian Islands.  Nelson’s sense of humor 
comes through as she jokes that downtown 

Continued on page �

The Rivers Condominiums will 
feature a sense of community by 

including social, meeting, and 
recreational facilities
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in 1927 by Thomas A. Livesley to house 
the First National Bank, was about 31% 
vacant when Yost purchased the building 
in April 2003, and full-floor tenant Copper 
Mountain relocated to Portland.

Since personally taking over the leasing 
of the property, Yost has attracted a  
steady influx of new tenants.  They include 
brokerage firms Piper Jaffray and Morgan 
Stanley; the VanderMay, Kristin LaMont 
and Arthur Klosterman law firms; Chuck 
Jacobsen Real Estate, and more recently, 
Art Gallery Owner Mary Lou Zeek.

Downtown Occupancy Up
Yost was equally proud of the extremely 

high percentage of lease renewals the 
Capitol Center has enjoyed.  Longtime 
tenants Swanson, Lathen, Alexander and 
McCann PC; Deffenbaugh and Associates, 
and Ameriprise are among those extending 
leases in the last year.

 Yost attributes the influx to the unique 
character of the building, its many recent 
upgrades, and a renewed interest in the 
Downtown Historic District.

The Reed Opera House, another Yost 
property, enjoys a record 96% occupancy, 
and has a waiting list for retail spaces.  

“Downtown has definitely recovered 
from the malaise that set in during the late 
90s and was exacerbated by 9/11,” Yost 
declared.  He expects the growth to continue 
as residential units under construction add 
a totally new dimension to the area.

Landmark...Continued from page �

Salem isn’t perfect because it still lacks a 
grocery store that is open in the evening 
where she could obtain an ice cream fix.     

As downtown continues to evolve, Nelson 
hopes Salem follows Boise, Idaho’s lead in 
developing a vibrant walking district.  “Ten 
years ago it (Boise) was a ghost town and 
now they have a whole walking district 
with the influences of downtown living and 
newer business.  I think having developers 
who really believe in the downtown area is 
going to help us get to where we need to be,” 
she added.  Nelson was also quick to credit 
Salem Mayor Janet Taylor and the Salem 
City Council for the expansion.

Another popular downtown culinary spot 
is Wild Pear situated on trendy State Street 
that is also home to art galleries and several 
boutiques from Meringue to Ma Valise.  Co-
owner Jessica Ritter also lives in a downtown 
living space and relishes the convenience 
it provides her.  The Salem native has a 
message for the city’s detractors: “You can’t 
just lament about what Salem doesn’t have.”

Ritter is a proponent of the new Salem 
Conference Center but realizes its arrival has 
intensified the parking crunch downtown.  
Even the upbeat Ritter’s mood shifts when 
talking about the city’s parking enforcement 
personnel whom she describes as smug.  
“They actually serve us but they don’t act 
like that,” Ritter opined. 

State Street is a model in urban planning, 
according to Ritter.  “We’ve got two banks 
flanked on each side of this block.  Extending 
all the way down from the Carousel to the 

downtown...Continued from page � Capitol we’ve got several restaurants, we’ve 
got several kinds of gift shops and we’ve got 
architect firms, attorneys down here, we’ve 
got a massage therapist, hair salons.  We’ve 
got a real goods mix,” she concluded.

Downtown merchants cannot do it alone 
and Ritter credits a group of downtown 
building owners with possessing vision.  
“We need to have more landlords like Roger 
(Yost) and Hazel Patton and Cliff Curry and 
Garth Branbaw that see the importance (of 
downtown) and that it’s more than making 
a buck on a building, but that it’s being 
invested in the community and working 
with your merchants for future growth and 
longevity.  It only helps them if they can 
keep a merchant,” Ritter added.

Across from Salem’s downtown transit mall 
one finds George Miller’s High Street Shoe 
Repair.  Mr. Miller has been in operation in 
downtown Salem since January of 1990, but 
the proprietor has researched records and 
discovered the shop first opened its doors 
before the Great Depression.  Old business 
directories found at the Salem Public Library 
reveal that the business dates back to 1926.

In the sixteen years Miller has been in 
operation downtown, he’s witnessed a 
great deal that is to be admired.  “Over 

that period of time I’ve seen it has gotten 
better, it’s gotten nicer, there’ve been a lot 
of improvements,” he said. 

Like any good shopkeeper, Miller is 
quick to praise his clientele.  “In think the 
state government having a large presence 
in downtown has a real stabilizing effect.  
You don’t see as many (business) ups 
and downs.”  Miller has taken an age-old 
business high tech with a web component 
where he has successfully sold used boots 
but remains a brick and mortar kind of guy.  
“You’ve got to have a stable base to work 
from.  Having twenty-five, thirty thousand 
state workers downtown…most merchants 
appreciate that,” he said.  

Miller is acutely aware that the price of 
shoes today relative to a person’s weekly 
wages makes it less likely for the individual 
consumer to repair his or her shoes versus 
purchasing a new pair.  Proof of that also lies 
in historical records and Miller’s sleuthing 
led to his uncovering that downtown Salem 
had no less than thirty-five shoe repair shops 
in 1926—a period when customers would 
queue up to have their footwear mended.  In 
order to stay solvent, Miller stays true to the 
motto he’s gone by since moving his shop 
from the Marina District of San Francisco to 
downtown Salem sixteen years ago:  Quality 
Materials, Excellent Workmanship and 
Fast, Friendly Service.

Downtown Salem’s historic Reed Opera 
House has a plethora of shopping and 
dining options.  One of its purveyors is Fine 
Things.  It is owned by Kathryn Kent whose 
eclectic items from paintings to coffee table 
books and Limoges boxes are designed to 

enhance any home with personal, decorative 
touches.

Kent likens herself to a design coach 
claiming, “Everyone should decorate their 
own living space but I’m there to help them 
pick colors, balance the value in color.  I 
believe that I have the ability to sincerely pick 
up on what’s important to everyone’s own 
spirit and capitalize on that and help them 
work through any (design) problems where 
they’re not sure.  I’m not the kind of decorator 
who goes in and says this is they way it’s got to 
be because my decorating is always eclectic.  I 
think you surround yourself with the things 
that make you grow as a person and that 
show your interests,” Kent said.

Kent’s philosophy also has price points in 
mind.  “I surround myself at home and at 
work with things that are pleasing to me and 
that I don’t see around that I think will be 
pleasing to other people.  Good quality for 
the money too,” she emphasized.  The store 
inventory proves it as Fine Things has items 
from $4.95 to $1,700.00.

Continued on page �7

“...having developers 
who really believe in the 
downtown area is going 
to help us get to where 

we need to be...”
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Salem McNary Field
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Salem’s downtown is seen by some 
outsiders as more vibrant and attractive 
than their own city. 

Each week, callers ask city officials and 
visitor association staffers if there’s a recipe 
that they might use to get their own city 
center back on track.

A Salem couple who live and breathe 
downtown revitalization offer this list of 
ingredients: downtown housing, a good retail 
mix, a healthy social component, architectural 
aesthetics, easy and inexpensive parking, a 
focus on people, tax increment financing to 
leverage development, public-private project 
partnerships and a city government that 
has downtown development as a program 
priority.

Of all those elements, housing is the one 
that has been lagging in Salem. It appears 
those days may soon be history. “Real estate 
brokers are finally reacting to a pent up 
demand by residents for downtown living,” 
said Carol Smith. She and her husband, Eric 
Kittleson, have both pioneered downtown 
living and have been tireless advocates for 
building new vitality in the city core.

There’s little doubt that decisions made in 
the past few decades have had a cumulative 
effect on the current vitality. Having 
Willamette University, plus state, county 
and city government downtown has helped. 
Deciding to build parking structures, a civic 
center and library complex, the Salem Center 

Mall with sky bridges and the Conference 
Center were all important. City involvement 
in park development (Riverfront, Bush’s 
Pasture, Wallace Marine) has opened up 
new opportunities for residents and visitors 
alike. And having free, on-street parking has 
been a bonus. 

The Downtown Development Board, 
made up of volunteers, began in about 
1980 to work closely with the City Council, 
which also serves as Salem’s Urban Renewal 
Agency. Together, they established priorities 
for downtown and identified projects to 
receive urban renewal funds through tax 
increment financing. Kittleson said some of 
the early projects included the streetscape 
design, which brought brick pavers, 
pedestrian-friendly intersections, attractive 
lighting, benches, flower baskets, planters, 
info kiosks and alley beautification. “The 
passage of Measure 5 in 1990 has hurt 
the flow of money to urban renewal and 
that has slowed the pace of streetscape 
improvements,” he said.

About 10 years ago, Mayor Mike Swaim 
asked a volunteer taskforce to look at ways 
to encourage building owners in the city’s 
center to upgrade their exteriors and retrofit 
upper floors into offices and residential 
living. “There were many second and third 
generation owners, who were just sitting on 
them,” said Smith, who opened up a greeting 
card business in one of those downtown 

buildings in the early 1980s. 
One of the major recommendations of the 

taskforce was a “Toolbox” of incentives, paid 
for with Urban Renewal funds, which tipped 
the balance with cautious or cost-conscious 
building owners. Smith said the Toolbox 
provided up to $50,000 in grant funds to 
a building owner who would match that 
amount and use it to improve the storefront 
and the building exterior. Some funds were 
also available for infrastructure repair, like 
installing elevators or upgrades to electrical 
and plumbing systems. Finally, there were 
low interest loans to owners interested 
in improvements to buildings that were 
“contributors” to the historic character.

In the early 1990s, Smith and Kittleson 
renovated the second floor of a building 
they bought at 363 Court Street, where they 
raised their two children. Smith said they 
spent about $240,000 in renovations, on 
top of the $140,000 paid for the worn-down 
building. “The cost today would be triple 
that,” she guessed.

They used the Toolbox on the Grand 
Theater building they purchased more 
recently and, in order to prove to the City 
that the funding was insufficient for most 
owners, they did most of the carpentry and 
painting themselves, and still had difficulty 
completing the project with the existing 
budget. “Nevertheless,” said Kittleson, “the 
Toolbox program proved that for every 

dollar of Urban Renewal money received, 
there was between five and six dollars of 
private money invested.” Both expressed 
dismay that the Toolbox has lost most 
or all of its funding because the funds are 
being spent on the Conference Center and 
Riverfront Park improvements.

The founder of Salem Electric also 
started KSLM in 1936. Its first office 

was on Court Street above where 
the Court St. Diary Lunch and Great 

harvest Baking Company now reside.

Continued on page �
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Call today, an appointment for tomorrow’s opportunity is waiting.

503-586-7402
Elaine Gesik, Broker

Invest in the Future...
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The Little Utility that Roared City Center VitaLity...Continued from page �

When Measure 5 reduced property taxes, 
the City began charging a parking tax to 
each business in the downtown parking 
district. Between the parking tax, parking 
permits sold in the Chemeketa and Liberty 
parking structures and leaseholds paid by 
retailers on the street level of those garages, 
the revenue collected each year adds up to 
more than $1 million, Smith said.

“Salem is the only city in the state with a 
parking tax,” she added. Other city including 
McMinnville, Albany and Corvallis, use instead 
a Business Improvement District whereby the 
funds contributed by business and building 
owners is earmarked specifically for downtown 
improvement projects. Smith said that a 
large portion of the parking and leasehold 
fees are spent on an inefficient Community 
Enforcement Staff. “We’ve showed them how 
they can save $400,000 in costs per year,” she 
added, “but they don’t want to reduce staff size 
and contract out to private companies who 
would do the same job much less.”

Kittleson and Smith have put together 
a non-profit business group called Salem 
Downtown Partnership. They’re hoping to 
convince the city to implement a Business 
Improvement District and dedicate the 
$300,000 collected from the parking tax 
already paid by businesses to resumption of 
services lost in recent years. The Downtown 
Partnership would replace the debt-ridden 
Salem Downtown Association, which had 
received more than $100,000 a year from 
parking revenues but which is slated next 
year to receive none.

There’s no fence or double yellow line 
through downtown Salem, marking 
boundaries between local electric utility 
providers. It’s invisible, but distinctly there, 
created in 1968 to bring an end to a 30-
year battle that reached the state’s Supreme 
Court.

Salem Electric, headquartered in West 
Salem, serves a large part of downtown 
Salem: basically all of Front and Commercial 
Streets and the west half of Liberty Street, 
from about Ferry Street at the south end 
to Union Street on the north. A non-profit 
cooperative, owned by its nearly 18,000 
customer/members, Salem Electric also 
provides electricity to parts of north Salem 
and all of Keizer. PGE serves the balance of 
downtown and the surrounding city.

The story of how Salem Electric came to 
exist is fascinating, even entertaining, when 
you hear the story from Bob Speckman, 
Salem Electric’s General Manager and 
unofficial historian. In fact, if Speckman 
ever gets an audience with cinematographer 
Ken Burns, the subsequent docudrama will 
tickle film buffs from Sundance to Salem 
Cinema.

Harry Read began Salem Electric as a way 
to get cheaper power for his radio station. 
Having started KXL in Portland, Harry 
came to Salem in the mid 1930s and started 
KSLM. Its office and broadcast facility was 
on the second floor, above where Great 

Harvest Bakery and the Court Street Dairy 
Lunch now reside.

Read’s reputation in Portland may have 
had a bearing on why he moved to Salem in 
the first place. An obscure, historical satire 
of early Oregon broadcasters (Speckman 
has found several copies online) shows a 
cartoon of Read standing over a manhole 
with a microphone and headsets. Rumor 
has it that, rather than spending the money 
to erect a transmission tower at the local 
ball field, so as to broadcast games live, 
Read used the underground sewer system 
to run his wire and thus keep overhead low. 
In the book, written by a former Oregonian 
reporter, the fictitious Read character is 
labeled a “screwball” and his station call 
letters were KUKU.

When PGE denied Read’s request for 
discounted power for KSLM, he decided 
to start an electric cooperative and apply 
for power directly from the newly created 
Bonneville Power Administration. Neither 
PGE nor City of Salem officials cared much 
for Read or his idea. But eventually BPA 
granted him a license and use of the right 
of way.

The city of West Salem, in those days legally 
distinct from Salem, welcomed Harry with 
open arms, while across the river, the Salem 
City Council threw up roadblocks. “Figuring 
to stymie his plans to wire downtown, the 
Council granted him the right to erect no 

more than 20 poles,” Speckman said. “Harry 
used private property and even erected 
‘California extensions’ atop PGE poles to get 
around the handicap.”

Merchants in downtown were pleased with 
Read’s efforts and neighborhood petitioners 
asked the City to relent. They didn’t; instead 
they made grandiose pronouncements 
justifying why PGE should have a monopoly 
in Salem.

By the time their system was electrified by 
BPA, in 1941, Salem Electric had relocated 
to a new building on Front Street, near 
present-day Coldwell Banker Commercial’s 
offices. The young co-op could offer rates 
that were 5 to 10 percent lower than PGE’s 
because of favorable rates from BPA. Even 
today, Salem Electric’s rates are about 10 
percent lower for residential customers and 
more than 20 percent less expensive for 
commercial and industrial customers.

While there are no photos to authenticate 
the stories, there are letters and plenty 
of news clippings about the shenanigans 
and sabotage exchanged between Read, 
City officials and PGE’s crews. Read, a self 
taught electrical engineer, built the co-op’s 
transformers and strung the line, with a 
little help from a couple of hired hands. 
More than a few times, his enthusiasm, his 
trespassing and his big mouth landed him 
in jail.

By TIm BUCKLEy

Continued on page 7
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The Mayor’s view Janet Taylor

The hidden Value of Real Estate
During Mayor Taylor’s summer vacation from her column, 

please enjoy some of the best of her 2005-2006 columns.
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Sales Representative

Our commitment level is of the 
highest standard within the 
industry; where superior service is 

GUARANTEED.  

Read was a diabetic and subsequently died 
in the hospital before seeing the resolution of 
his fight in Oregon’s Supreme Court. He had 
been successfully sued by the City of Salem 
in Circuit Court but, on appeal, the Supreme 
Court vindicated Read’s claim that the City 
was flouting the 14th Amendment of the 
US Constitution when they discriminated 
against Salem Electric’s having equal access 
to public rights of way and “due process.”

Today, Salem Electric employs 47 people. 
The co-op has built up equity amounting 
to more than $25 million and each year 
it allocates 1/20th back to its member/
customers, which last year amounted to 
about $1 million. The co-op also donates 
to academic scholarships and charitable 
organizations, amounting to more than 
$50,000 in 2005. Speckman said that the 
company encourages employees to get 
involved in community projects, and even 
offers them “some paid time and reasonable 
expenses” for those activities.

Today, there is no animosity between the 
former combatants. Salem Electric and PGE 
do more than co-exist in Salem; according to 
Speckman, they often collaborate, sending 
crews and equipment to help out when the 
other calls for assistance.

Utility...Continued from page �

One of my favorite topics of conversation 
is real estate and the value it adds to our 
community. When I look at a bridge, tall 
building, home or business, I recognize the 
real skills and risk that someone took to 
build it. Buying the land, working through 
government regulations, obtaining financing 
from the bank, hiring workers with good 
skills, and then completing the project. 
Some make a very good living off of real 
estate, some lose their shirts. But there are 
other rewards that don’t involve dollars. 

The real estate sales people I know truly 
enjoy helping their client to find just the 
right home for their family, or a place to 
have their business. They recognize that 
investing in real estate is a very strong 
retirement tool – certainly equal to, and in 
some cases better than, stocks or bonds. 

The builders are often like a manufacturer 
of products – their product is a building 
or structure. I understand that feeling 
of satisfaction when you start with raw 
materials (land, lumber, concrete, etc.) and 
finish with something tangible and useable. 
It was the greatest joy when I had my metal 
roofing manufacturing business to see the 
finished product.

As our community grows with the strong 
redevelopment of many inner areas, and 
the new projects inside our Urban Growth 
Boundary, we need to respect those who 
work hard in the real estate industry. They 
do not create the demand for the product 
– they produce and sell it.

We are fortunate that Salem’s city government 
has strong, well thought out growth tools 
in place. We have everything from zoning 

to design review of structures. The system 
development charges levied on any real estate 
construction help to put in the infrastructure 
that serves all of us – and those charges are 
some of the highest in the entire State. 

During the last two years the real estate 
industry has been responsible for adding 
many of the new jobs in Salem and in 
Oregon as a whole. There will be some 
softening of these jobs as interest rates rise 
and the material costs increase as a result 
of the Gulf Coast hurricanes. But since that 
don’t make any more land, and we have a 
City and State government that support the 
Urban Growth Boundary concept of land 
use, we must make the best use of the land 
inside our boundaries. This will create the 
need for denser building practices, and use 
of our infill property, a real, but necessary 

change for Salem. 
As you come and go from your homes or 

businesses, remember the other important 
part real estate plays in our lives. The 
value of the real estate is the basis for the 
property taxes that provide a major part of 
city revenue that supports our police, fire, 
library, and pools. By working closely with 
the real estate industry we can have a more 
beautiful, productive city with the ability to 
fund even more amenities. 

I guess that is why real estate is one of my 
favorite topics for conversation.

Two new Brokers Join RE/mAX 
Equity Group in Salem

RE/MAX Equity Group of Salem 
welcomes two new brokers to their 
team: Judy Quillen (left) and Karen 
Morrison.

Weekend Receptionist/
Office Position for fast-paced 
Salem Real Estate Brokerage. 

Experience preferred and 
opportunity for advancement. 

Mail resume to 
Office Position 
P. O. Box 1714

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
or fax to 503-371-5104.
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SETTING THE STANDARD FOR

EXCELLENCE

STAYING AHEAD OF  
T H E  C U R V E

We are excited to be a part of the advent of 
the Salem Business Journal, and would like 
to take this opportunity to remind business 
owners of the many resources available 
at the Secretary of State’s Corporation 
Division. Each month, we will be providing 
tips, guidance, and helpful information for 
starting and running a successful business.

Every entrepreneur should be familiar with 
the Business Referral Center, our central 
stop for obtaining the general information 
and forms to register a business in Oregon 
with five major state agencies.  

Within the next few years, we will also 
offer an online Central Business Registry 
that will provide a single web portal for all 

your business registration needs.
The Business Referral Center’s staff can 

provide you with information on whether 
a business needs a state license, permit, or 
certification and can refer you to regulatory 
agencies or boards. 

While at the Center, pick up an Oregon 
Business Guide, which provides a general 
checklist to guide you through the process 
of registering your business. It also includes 
basic employer information, and lists 
business assistance programs that may be 
good resources as you begin and continue to 
run your business.

Our Business Wizard makes it easy to find 
the right people to talk to. Users answer a 

The Best of Secretary Bradbury’s Columns 
as published June 2005

few brief questions and are provided with 
a customized referral list of government 
licensing contacts, registration information 
contacts, regulatory contacts, organization 
contacts, and city and county contacts.

So if you’re thinking about starting a 
business, or if you need some assistance 
with making your business successful, come 
visit the Secretary of State’s Corporation 
Division in the Public Service Building, 
Suite 151, at 255 Capitol Street NE, visit us 
online at www.FilingInOregon.com, or give 
us a call at 503-986-2220. 

Independence Day 
Celebration

This July 4th, TCI Leasing & Commercial 

Finance Experts present the Independence 

Day Celebration at Salem’s Riverfront 

Carousel Park. Spectacular fireworks at dusk 

along with a Classic Car show scheduled 

from 2pm to 6pm are some of the 2006 

event highlights. Lawn furniture, blankets 

and sack lunches will all be welcome for 

the old-fashioned celebration. 

Arrive early, 1pm that is, and enjoy an 

extreme motorcycle exhibition running 

every hour, along with a Frisbee contest 

sponsored by KBZY Radio. There are also 

FUN Jumps for kids for a small fee and an 

American Taekwondo Association exhibition 

and “mini” classes.

People are asked to leave pets, personal 

fireworks, cans, glass bottles and coolers 

home as food and beverage stands will 

be available onsite. A suggested donation 

of $3 per adult will help defray event 

expenses.
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The Tobacco Pouch
1599 EdgEwatEr Nw

SalEm, OrEgON
503-588-8060

ImpOrtEd aNd dOmEStIc cIgarS • hONEywOOd wINE

LadyWebPro.com
(503) 540-1973

Website 
Designer

Fast
Creative

Affordable

Computer Tutoring 
$25/hour Barbara Kantzabedian

Specialty Polymers in Woodburn is a rare 
gem in the business world – not merely 
in our own Mid-Willamette Valley, but 
internationally. 

Years before Ray Southwell started 
Speciality Polymers in 1969, Henry Ford 
summed it up like this: “Coming together is 
a beginning, keeping together is progress, 
working together is success.”  For the 
Southwell family, that’s essentially been 
their winning equation.

The Family Chemistry
The family lost Ray last year, but his 

lasting imprint on the remarkable business 
he launched more than 35 years ago is 
breathtaking. Very few family businesses 
successfully survive the lifetime of the 
founder, yet today Specialty Polymers 
continues to find remarkable success 
under the watchful and loving eyes of Ray’s 
daughter Sheryl – who today serves as 
corporate President after joining the family 
business in 1998 – and Ray’s son Jeff – who 
stepped into the role of Vice President of 
Operations in 1999. Ray’s wife Eva continues 
to be active as Chairwoman of the Board of 
Directors and requires regular reports on 
the family business.

Now mid-way through 2006, Specialty 
Polymers has grown to have production 
facilities on both the East and West coasts 
(Chester, South Carolina and Woodburn, 

Oregon), as well as a joint venture underway 
with a partner located 60 kilometers south 
of Bejing, China. 

Several years ago, at age 71 – when most 
businessmen are well into their retirement 
years – Ray Southwell was still at the helm 
of his business and chose to expand the 
company by building their second plant 
in South Carolina. That move carried 
an acknowledged level of risk. Yet Ray’s 
decision to grow his already successful 
business quickly proved to be a sound one.

Specialty Polymers was recognized in 
2004 as the Austin Family Business Large 
Family Business of the Year for utilizing 
second generation family members in the 
business, building a family-oriented work 
environment for their employees, employee 
retention over long periods of time and 
the founder’s ability to create successful 
products.

That same year, Ray was inducted into the 
OSU College of Engineering Hall of Fame 
for his business accomplishments. He is one 
of roughly 200 of the College’s more than 
27,000 graduates to receive this honor.

As if that weren’t enough, The Woodburn 
Chamber of Commerce also recognized 
Specialty Polymers as 2004 Large Business 
of the Year.

Then, in 2005, the Strategic Economic 
Development Corporation (SEDCOR) 

recognized Specialty Polymers with its 
Innovative Product Award for development 
of WoodSureTM - a wood treatment process 
that increases the durability of wood while 
enhancing its beauty. 

The magic of polymers
How many of us know what a polymer is? 

Look around and see if you can you spot 
three things made from polymers. Maybe 
your computer monitor? What about the 
plastic used to make your ballpoint pen? 
Possibly that polystyrene coffee cup? Good! 
That’s three out of three. Plastics are indeed 
polymers – but, astonishingly, each one of 

us is essentially made up merely of polymers 
and water. Well, truth be told there are also 
some essential proteins, fats, minerals and 
sugars that conspire to bring us into being. 
But, in very elemental terms, polymers are 
the stuff of life itself. 

The term polymer comes from the Greek, 
with “poly” literally translated as “many” and 
“mer” meaning unit. In a simple explanation 
that even the most unscientific among 
us can understand, a polymer is simply 
many smaller units bound together into a 

Specialty polymers: Where Family Chemistry Creates 
Business Success
By CAROLyn R. BOLTOn

PHOTO CAPTION: Ray Southwell (standing at the far right) 
with his wife Eva, children and grandchildren in 2004.

Continued on page ��

Ray Southwell (standing at far right) with his wife, Eva, children and grand-
children in 2004.
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How do you see your financial life?
Your investments are there. Your
retirement here. Your banking way
over there. Seen separately and
managed separately, your financial life
can only take you so far. Now there’s
a way to go beyond those limits.

We call it Total MerrillSM. At its heart
is a powerful premise: your money

works harder when it works together.
A Merrill Lynch Financial Advisor will
look at your total financial picture
and deliver customized solutions
that can benefit every area of your
financial life.

Total Merrill. We see your financial life
in total. We help you reach your goals.

IN SALEM, MERRILL LYNCH CAN HELP
YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER.

Total Merrill and Total Merrill design are service marks of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 
© 2003 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.

TO MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER,
CONTACT A MERRILL LYNCH FINANCIAL ADVISOR TODAY OR VISIT
WWW.ASKMERRILL.ML.COM

503-362-9506

MERRILL LYNCH
960 LIBERTY STREET SE, SUITE 110

SALEM, OR 97302

BENNY WON, CFM
FINANCIAL ADVISOR

503-362-9556
Merrill Lynch

1255 Lee Street, S.E., Suite 150
Salem, OR 97302

Oregon Agriculture: Katy Coba

Let the Agricultural Bounty Begin

Salem Chamber Orchestra presents “Tuscan 
Sunsets” Aug 12

July has arrived, the days are warming 
up, and the fruits of our farmers’ labor are 
literally ripening. There is no other time of 
the year that brings Oregon agriculture and 
its urban cousins together more often than 
summer. The bounty of fresh, locally-grown 
fruits and vegetables are readily available 
through a number of farm-direct venues– 
even at local retail establishments and 
restaurants that recognize the appreciation 
consumers have for Oregon products.

Anyone who has not paid a visit to a local 
farmers’ market is missing out on a great 
opportunity. In the late 1980s, there were 
only ten farmers’ markets in Oregon. Today, 
that number has exploded to nearly 70 
statewide, many of them clustered in the 
Willamette Valley. All offer an outlet for 
small farmers while providing products that 
consumers want and like. More than 1000 
growers participate each year in selling 

direct at Oregon farmers’ markets. Some 
90,000 customers visit Oregon farmers’ 
markets each week throughout the season.

The popularity of farmers’ markets is 
reflected nationwide. Well over 3000 
farmers’ markets are now up and running in 
the U.S.– nearly an 80 percent increase in 
the last decade.

There are many reasons consumers are 
flocking to farmers’ markets and other 
farm direct outlets such as roadside stands 
and u-pick operations. One factor is food 
security. Having that face-to-face dialogue 
with the person who grows the food gives 
the consumer a sense of confidence.

There are at least three advantages 
for growers who participate in farmers’ 
markets. First, our traditional way of 
selling crops has shrunk. Canneries are 
going away or are being consolidated and, 
unfortunately, moving out of the state. 

Other avenues of selling the product are 
going away. So growers find the farmers’ 
market to be a good outlet for selling direct 
to the consumer. Another advantage is the 
quick return farmers receive. There is no 
middleman. They get cash from the customer 
the same day they sell the product. It helps 
their bottom line by providing a cash flow 
that allows them to pay the bills. The third 
advantage is the satisfaction farmers receive 
through the interaction with customers. 
They like to hear comments about their 
product and enjoy sharing information 
about what they grow.

Oregon’s farmers’ markets can also 
accommodate part-time farmers -- those 

who hold down 40 hour a week jobs and 
then grow some fruits or vegetables over 
the weekend. The state continues to see 
a steady increase in that classification of 
small farmer.

Oregon’s tremendous diversity of 
agriculture is on display throughout the 
growing season. Right now, a variety of fresh 
berries are available. It won’t be long before 
locally-grown melons, corn, and several 
other vegetables will be consistently offered. 
A little later, some of our great tasting tree 
fruit will be plentiful. Oregon may not have 
the long growing season of a California, but 
it does win most, if not all, of the taste tests, 
in my well-informed opinion.

Locally-grown, seasonal produce is 
getting more common in our retail groceries 
largely because consumers are asking for 
them. They are also offered at a variety of 
restaurants, often adding flavor to summer 
treats like milk shakes and desserts.

It is important to note that the state’s 
population is not big enough to consume all 
that Oregon farmers and ranchers produce. 
So our ability to market our agriculture to 
other parts of the U.S. and around the world 
will always be a key strategy. The industry’s 
future cannot rely on the kinds of marketing 
opportunities found in farmers’ markets or 
roadside stands.

However, while exports are critical to 
Oregon agriculture, I certainly support more 
local purchases of Oregon-grown products. 
Because of a desire to know where their food 
comes from and that it is safe and fresh, 
there is an increased interest in locally-
grown food products by Oregonians. That is 
reflected by the tremendous growth in the 
number of farmers’ markets and roadside 
stands– venues all Oregonians can enjoy in 
the months ahead. 

The Salem Chamber Orchestra will present 
its second annual summer gala, “Tuscan 
Sunsets,” on Saturday, August 12th, at the 
Italian villa-style estate, Villa Bacca Collina, 
of Jack and Pam Scott.  

There will be Bocce Ball on the lawn, 
strolling musicians, a multi-course dinner, 
prepared by Chef Diana Ramallo of 
Amadeus Café, and a raffle of wonderful 
Italian-themed prizes, including a “Tour of 
Italy for Two.”   Less than 400 raffle tickets 
will be sold.

Proceeds of this event will go to support the 
SCO, a non-profit corporation, 45-member, 
cultural jewel of Oregon’s capitol city, 
which enjoys a partnership with Willamette 
University and the Salem-Keizer community.  

The SCO is dedicated to promoting the 
appreciation of classical music through 
performance and education, and by 
providing performance opportunities for 
local classical musicians and Willamette 
University music faculty and students.

Tickets are $75 per person, and must be 

purchased in advance. Space is limited.   
Included in the price of the ticket is a tour of 
Villa Bacca Collina. Raffle tickets may also be 
purchased in advance, and you do not need to 
be present to win a prize.  Call Kelly Hadley for 
tickets and information, at 503-566-7376.

Holly Ivy-Wyllie has joined John 
L. Scott Real Estate as a new broker.  
Her background includes 16+ years of 
successful sales and marketing in the 
communications industry. 

She is currently the marketing director 
for Salem First Wednesday and plans 
to continue in that role along with 
helping people buy and sell residential 
properties.  

Holly is located at 725 Commercial St in 
Salem and can be reached at 503.851.5940 
for any of your real estate needs.  

holly Ivy-Wyllie joins John L. Scott 
Real Estate
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We’re All Unique
human Resources: Alice Berntson, SPHR

“When once you have tasted flight, you will always walk the 
earth with your eyes turned skyward ... for there you have 

been, and there you will always be.”
Leonardo DaVinci, 1452-1519

but YOU can live it!

He could only 
imagine the 
thrill of flight...

Let Yourself Fly...

Introductory Flight Lessons

503-581-4139
Graham Aviation Services is located at the Salem Airport just north of the restaurant above Val Avionics

For more info: toll free (877)571-8947 • ofc@ofc.org • www.ofc.org

Oregon Fishing Club
Opening gates since 1989

OFC members enjoy year-round sportfishing
access to over three dozen fishing and camping
locations, all within a short drive from Salem.
You and your family can relax at clean, un-
crowded, secure, park-like settings, beside
some of NW Oregon’s finest rivers and lakes.

The Silver Creek Chimney Sweep & Stoves
Since 1979 • When Quality Counts

OCSA &  NFI Certified
CCB 153004

Regency  &  Hampton

Wood and Gas Stoves
Sales & Service

Caps
Stainless Steel liners 
Masonry Repair
Hearth Accessories
Dryer Vent Cleaning

Scott Hess • 503-873-3254

Many people seek out those who are most 
like themselves. We tend to think that if 
others look, act, and sound like ourselves, 
then they are like us. We expect them to be 
the same as us and believe that we can easily 
establish relationships with them. It feels 
okay to make assumptions about the people 
we perceive to be like ourselves.

This quest for similarities is ultimately 
fruitless, however. Those whom we perceive 
to be most like ourselves are likely to be 
those we misjudge the most. Each one of 
us is a unique individual, and we are all 
different. It is simply not possible to have 
two or more people and not have diversity. 
Cultural differences impact businesses and 
their employees in many ways, with the 
potential for serious consequences if not 
addressed by management.

Too often organizations and individuals 
don’t pay attention to cultural factors. 
Sometimes we’re not even aware that this 
is happening, or if we are, we don’t know 
what to do about it. Realizing that our 
assumptions, thoughts, values and beliefs 
influence and guide behavior and how 
we interact with others is the first step in 
addressing the issue.

The challenge in a diverse environment is 
to change some of our thoughts, values and 
beliefs. Otherwise our biases control us. You 
might think that you don’t have biases, but if 
you’re breathing, you do have biases. People 
often think of someone they believe to be 
different from themselves when they think 
of diversity. There are endless dimensions 
of diversity that each individual brings to 
the work group.

The internal dimension includes 
characteristics which have a biological 
base, such as age, gender, appearance, 
birth order, physical ability, temperament, 
race, and ethnicity. External dimension 
characteristics influence our lives and values, 
contributing to personality development, 
and include geographic location, education, 
work experience, income, personal habits, 
hobbies, religion, marital and parental 
status.

Within the workplace, organizational 
characteristics affect our experiences, and 
can create inferior and superior cultures and 
attitudes. These include work location, job 
classification, union affiliation, and management 
or employee status. These elements all combine 
to give each person a unique personality and 
approach to life and work.

The goal in managing the critical issue of 
diversity is to create a work culture where 
each employee has the opportunity to make 

a full contribution. Success often depends 
on how well employees adapt to the existing 
work place culture – how well they fit into 
the organization. A major challenge for any 
organization is to attract and retain skilled 
and experienced employees at all levels. 
Addressing the diversity of the workforce 
will aid in retention efforts.

Square pegs don’t fit into round holes very 
well. Make sure that the fit is right, and 
the organization is open for adaptation. 
Successful diversity programs balance 
expectations for assimilation into the 
existing culture with efforts to accommodate 
differences. Building a more inclusive 
corporate culture that can accommodate 
an increasingly diverse workforce will 
help businesses be more competitive and 
successful in our global economy.

Alice Berntson is the owner of Spectrum Human 
Resources consulting firm, providing clients 
with a full spectrum of human resources services 
and solutions.  She has more than 20 years of 
results-oriented experience in all areas of human 
resources and is a certified Senior Professional 
in Human Resources.  Contact Alice at 503-428-
8633 or by email at alice@spectrum-hr.com.  
Visit the firm’s website at www.spectrum-
hr.com, for additional information.

HCS Commercial Real Estate welcomes 
Bill Zahler, Broker. He can be reached 
directly at 503-519-4799 or bill@
hcscommercial.com. HCS Commercial 
is a full service real estate brokerage 
focusing on commercial and industrial 
properties throughout the state of Oregon. 
HCS Commercial is located at 2720 
Commercial Street SE, Suite 250; 503-
586-2000; www.hcscommercial.com.

hCS Commercial 
Real Estate 
Welcomes new 
Broker
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Capitol Report: Tim Buckley

There must Be 50 Ways to Get Sideways 
with the Law

Dean Craig, Branch Manager
dean@personnelsource.com

1 5 5 5  H a w t h o r n e  Av e .  N E
5 0 3 - 4 8 5 - 2 1 7 5  •  Fa x :  5 0 3 - 4 8 5 - 2 1 8 0

I asked three people this question: What 
are the most common ways in which 
business people get into hot water with the 
law in Oregon? 

Jimmie Wilkins, as knowledgeable as she 
is personable, is a business columnist for the 
Statesman Journal and Director of the Small 
Business Development Center, an adjunct of 
Chemeketa Community College’s Training 
and Economic Development Center.

She offered these two observations:
Home-based businesses run afoul of 

zoning laws pretty frequently. She told 
of a successful mobile refrigeration repair 
business that got shut down because the 
fellow was storing hazardous materials in 

his garage.
“Most zoning laws are not enforced 

(sometimes due to lack of staffing resources) 
until a complaint is filed,” Wilkins said. A 
call I made to Salem’s enforcement officer 
(503-588-6256) was not returned.

Wilkins recommends that business owners 
take the proactive step of calling the City 
before establishing your business, to learn 
more about what is permitted and what is 
not.

Small businesses suffer cash flow crunches 
periodically. Some owners will commingle 
payroll tax funds in their business account. 
Big time no-no. “It’s not your money,” 
Wilkins exclaimed. “That’ll get you shut 

down in a hurry.”
She said the simple solution is to have a 

separate account for those taxes, so they’ll 
be there when it’s time to file the quarterly 
returns.

Jan Margosian is the Consumer 
Information Coordinator for the Oregon 
Department of Justice. Her list was three 
deep, and the first two were similar to 
Wilkins’.

Owners should register their business 
with the state and check into any licenses 
and/or requirements needed. She also 
recommended joining a business association 
or the Better Business Bureau.

The State has an extensive database 
of businesses. “It’s public information,” 
Margosian said, “which can help business 
people researching other businesses to 
contact for products or service.

When business people get “desperate” they 
drift towards illegal activities, Margosian 
said. A sign declaring a “24/7 BIG SALE” is 
misleading, and on the tame side of illegal. 
More serious are the famous “bait and 
switch” tactics of unscrupulous salespeople. 
Also common, and illegal, are the “20% Off” 
sales that are merely a reduction from a 
price inflated 20% the day before.

The third category are the “bottom of 
the barrel” companies the Department 
deals with, “mostly out of state companies 
trying to scam Oregonians,” Margosian 
said. In the top ten list for 2005: auto 
dealerships, telecom, towing, internet 
auctions, construction contractors, health 
care companies, debt collectors and credit 
card companies.

Margosian said “we’re in the Legislature 
24/7 trying to make the laws work better for 
businesses and consumers.” That might be 
misleading on her part, but not illegal…and 
it sends a good message about taxpayer 

funded watchdogs. (Her number is 503-
947-4333)

Mike Ryan is currently the Director 
of Community Service for Professional 
Mortgage Corporation. He has been 
in business for himself and was also a 
Commissioner for Marion County. His 
perspective was broader, an effort to help 
business people understand the reason for 
bureaucracy and what you can do to get 
better service from a government supposed 
to help.

Government regulators are hired to look 
after the “greater good,” that is, society’s 
interests, as opposed to specific or special 
interest. He said current land use conflict 
are a good example, which sometimes 
pit a business owner, with an interest in 
producing a certain product, in conflict with 
surrounding residents who object to the 
“pollution,” whether that is noise, traffic or 
toxic waste.

“From a businessperson’s perspective, 
government is often “bewilderingly large,” 
Ryan said. He credits government agencies 
that employ ombudspersons, “one-stop-
shops” and other means for helping 
employers and residents sort out the 
intricacies of government.

“The public/private dance is important,” 
Ryan continued. “It takes big organizations 
a long time to change. Likewise, it takes 
individuals outside that system a long time 
to understand the process. But once you do 
understand it, you can have an immense 
impact.”

Artists in Action / Paint the Town
July 5th, 2006 5-8pm Downtown Salem

presents

REMAX.COM
Sponsoring a Harley Cruise-In at 
Alessandro’s 120 parking lot

Express Yourself! Public Art/Paint Stations
Come Down & Express Yourself. $1 Raffle Tickets available 

with proceeds going to Family Building Blocks

Visit www.DowntownSalem.org for more details

79
56

2 This event is also funded by in part by the Downtown Parking District, City of Salem. 
Enjoy free parking downtown.

Accents Framing
Reed Opera House Gala event- Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE suite B11
Arbor
Featuring Rollie Wisbrock watercolors; primarily 
wet on wet, reflecting personal themes
367 State St.
Alessandro’s 120
Harley Cruise-In in the parking lot
120 Commercial St. NE
Amador’s Alley
Artist Melody Fahey Acrylics
300 Liberty St. SE
American Ballet Academy
Express Yourself Through Dance - Free Class 
@ 7:15 pm
241 State St.
Amish Workbench Furniture
Reed Opera House Gala event
189 Liberty St. NE
Art Department, Inc.
Featuring Cynthia Herron art- she’ll also be 
sketching in front of the store.
Express Yourself, come help paint our mural!
254 Commercial St. NE
Art & Antiques Plus
Wednesday Surprise
211 Commercial St. NE & 255 Court St.
Axtell Gallery
Reed Opera House Gala event- Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE #205
Bentley’s Grill
Express Yourself-public art/paint station
291 Liberty St. SE
Blue Pepper
Jim Ransom (potter) makes clay whistles & artist 
Bruce Fontaine clay sculpture
241 Commercial St. NE
Book Bin
Jazz guitar by Bill Hughes and Matt Carter & 
artist Leila Whitlock-Hauth’s drawings
450 Court St. NE
The Brick Bar & Broiler
Wednesday surprise
105 Liberty St. NE
Bridie’s Irish Faire
Capital Calligraphers & artists Brian & Devin 
Spenser
183 High St. NE
Cascade Baking Co.
Artist in Action-Art wall & music by Oregon 
Defense Force Pipe Band & sampling cobbler mix
229 State St.

Coffee House Cafe
Artist Loraine Dye-pastels & music/acoustics by 
Richard Nosigua
135 Liberty St. NE 
Cooke’s Stationary Co.
Featuring “Mac” McLaughlin. Two pennies will be 
used to create a make-and-take card.
Come put your “two cents” worth!
370 State St.
Dave Wilson Designer Goldsmith
Artist Jennifer Brodigan oils
216 Commercial St. NE
Engelberg Antiks
Artist Ken Johler-paintings
148 Liberty St. NE
Et Cetera Art Gallery
Artist Barbara Erickson-jewelry
329 State St. NE
Equitable Plaza
Hosting the Equitable Plaza Car Show. Attendees 
can view cars and more, listen to 50’s music and 
dine al fresco in the plaza. Also featuring artist 
Michelle DuPlois water colors
375 High St. NE
Fine Things
Reed Opera House Gala event-Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE, suite 107
Florabundance
Reed Opera House Gala event-Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE
Grand Vines
Keizer Big Band music and artist Cherie Renae 
Studios Photography
Express Yourself-public art/paint station
195 High St. NE
Greenbaum’s Quilted Forest
Express Yourself-public art/paint station
240 Commercial St. NE
Grand Ball Room
Monthly Sponsor
187 High St. NE
Heath Florist
Express Yourself-public art/paint station & artist 
Loraine dye pastels
102 Liberty St. NE
Jacquelynn’s and La Rouge Boutique
Artist Kathy Crawford-jewelry
188 Commercial St. NE
Jonathan’s Oyster Bar
Wednesday surprise
445 State St. NE
Kilt & Thistle Scottish Shop
Reed Opera House Gala event-Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE, suite B12

Le Shoe Boutique
Watercolor artist Gail Strawn and handmade 
glassware by Steve Huber
246 State St.
Magoo’s Sports Bar
Express Yourself-public art/paint station
275 Commercial St. SE
Mary Lou Zeek Gallery
Featuring Oregon landscapes by Jeff White
335 State St.
Ma Valise
Artist Victoria Edwards-whimsical paintings 
inspired by her son
379 State St.
Meringue
Express Yourself-public art/paint station
333 State St.
Picture This/Stalnaker’s Photo Studio
Featuring artist Mike Fielding
321 Court St..
Reed Opera House
5:30-6pm Ribbon cutting w/ the Mayor. Merchant 
super sidewalk sale. Artists Jessica & Clarissa Axtell 
Forrester, along with Kevin Kohler. Jazz Quartet 
featuring Sheree Ross & Debra Seek performs 
Zydeco Dancing. Music, dance and art until 8pm.
189 Liberty St. NE
Roy John Designer Goldsmith Co.
Artist & refreshments
315 Court St. NE
Salem Chamber Orchestra
See and hear them around town!
100 High St. SE suite 207
Shryock’s
Artist Nathelle Norfleet-oils
310 Court SINE
Simply Stated
Artist Lois Sarnies-water color
327 State St.
Technical Artistry
Artist Kathy Eshleman does photos and painting. 
Artist Haley Bryant sketches and drawings.
148 Liberty St. SE
TechniCall Networks
Reed Opera House Gala event-Wednesday 
surprise
189 Liberty St. NE, suite B1
Ten Thousand Villages
Guitarist Andrew Kendall, a 16-year-old junior at 
McKay High School
474 Court St. NE
The Big Kahuna
Music by Ty Curtis
145 Liberty St. NE suite 101
Wild Pear Downtown
Artist Marilyn Krug-oils, acrylic, and pastels
372 State St.

“Dawg Days of Summer” – Wednesday, August 2, 200�Next 

MoNth!
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Brush College Estates. Excellent fl oor plan w/me-
dia rm or extra bdrm suite in basement. Oversized 
3 car garage w/shop area. Great rm style home 
w/covered patio & deck. www.craigevansteam.
com. $549,950 Broker: Adam Holstege, 503-371-
4160. MLS# 558366. 

Renowned Properties
Salem’s

Incredible 7450 sq ft country estate on 7 acres 
overlooking private stocked pond in prestigious 
gated community in South Salem. $1,299,900 
Broker: Dale Ropp & John Hatch, 503-851-3253 
or 503-508-0139. MLS#: 559124. 

You’ll never want to leave home! 6.5 acres 
fenced. Self-maintaining pond w/100 mature koi, 
shop w/offi ce. 4 bdrm+offi ce+bonus rm, 4 full 
baths, approx. 5524 sq ft, gorgeous views. www.
melshateam.com. $749,900 Principal Broker: 
Janis King Melsha, 503-999-4663. MLS# 557965. 

Custom built 2006 tour home. 3300 sq ft, 
4bd/3.5ba, offi ce, gourmet kitchen, furnished 
including dining room, 2 lg plasma screen TVs, 
sound system, video security system, hot tub, too 
much to list... $635,000 Broker: Matt Mahoney, 
503-428-3084. 

www.remax.com www.equitygroup.com

38.6 acres, 2 beautiful homes. Rolling hills, tall 
oaks, 6 pastures, views, new shop, barns, green-
house & more. Quiet setting. lcarr@equitygroup.
com. $995,000 Broker: Lynette Carr, 503-881-
1976. MLS# 560654. 

Awesome ocean view from this 1,400 sf residence 
with two retail storefronts (1400sf) below. Great 
opportunity for owner occupancy/business or 
investment all located on main strip Hwy 101 in 
Depoe Bay. $635,000 Broker: Kristy Tindle, 503-
999-4322. MLS# 547912,547884. 

Cape Cod elegance in Brush College Estates. 
3700 sq ft, 3bd/3.5ba, bonus rm, theater rm w/HD 
plasma screen TV, gourmet kitchen, incredible 
views, many unique custom features, completion 
Sept. 2006. $780,000 Broker: Matt Mahoney, 503-
428-3084. 

Escape to your own country estate. Home shows 
pride of ownership and excellent craftsman quality. 
Borders the creek and has a relaxing view of the 
pond w/fi sh and wildlife. www.craigevansteam.
com. $574,900 Broker: Mike Evans, 503-371-
5148. 

Half acre on the creek, new custom built home 
w/4bd and 4ba. Grand entry w/marble fl ooring, 2 
fi replaces, formal & informal living, cultured stone 
accents out front, oversized 3 car garage. peggyb.
com. $689,900 Broker: Peggy Bean, 503-932-
5406. MLS# 561275. 

Quality craftsmanship in this John Hammer home. 
Craftsman with great room, dining, den, theater/
bonus. 4/3, 3280 sq ft. With all the amenities. 
Cherry, granite, 3 car tandem and so much more. 
Call Roger. $549,900 Principal Broker: Roger 
Elliott, The Elliott Team, 503-371-5142. MLS# 
557667. 

Country Estate w/63 acres of income property! 
3590 sq ft home, custom built in 1986 located on 
gentle knoll w/territorial view, 36x50 shop, 28x40 
shop/offi ce. $1,125,000 Broker: Rick Hoffman & 
Principal Broker Ande Hoffman, 503-390-9660. 

Charming victorian built in ‘95, private peaceful 
setting on 10 acres w/view, woods, pastures. 3 
level home w/covered wrap-around deck. 4bd, 
3.5ba, 5688 sq ft, game rm, library, bonus rm, 2 
barns, shop. Agent: Phyllis Murray, 503-910-0652. 
$875,000

Independently Owned and Operated.
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single macromolecule (“large molecule”). A 
polymer is like a chain. Each separate link 
in that chain is the “mer”, and the chain 
itself is created when many or “poly” chain 
links are connected. The process is known 
as polymerization. 

Most of us have participated in creating 
polymer models without even knowing 
it. When, as children, we glued strips of 
construction paper together to decorate 
our holiday tree, those red and green paper 
garlands replicate a polymer. Daisy chains, 
strings of beads, paper clips linked one after 
another to form a chain – all mirror the 
construction of polymers. 

And most of us have experienced polymers 
without even knowing it. That new car smell 
we all love so much? In very simple terms, 
it is the result of oxidation of the polymers 
in the car dashboard and other interior 
components. And who among us hasn’t 
handled PlayDough? That product was 
nothing more than creation of a polymer that 
manifest somewhat different qualities than 
those intended by the designing scientist. 
Hair gel, house paint, rubber – polymer 
products fill our world.

Think of this: deoxyribonucleic acid, 
more commonly known simply as DNA, 
is a molecule made up of repeating units 
linked together to form a macromolecule. A 
polymer! So polymers are indeed the stuff 
of life.

Past eras  have found their place in history 
by advancements in the use of stone or wood 
or steel. The Stone Age. The Iron Age. Well, 
the 20th Century launched the engineering 
of the structures of matter itself and quietly 
ushered the world into The Polymer Age. 

The magic Called Ray Southwell

Some would say that the chemistry of 
success at Specialty Polymers goes much 
deeper than the compounds created by 
Ray Southwell in his lab as a scientist. 
His passion for chemistry, his vision, his 
business acumen, his common sense and his 
love of family merged to create something 
that could only be described as magic. 

Ray Southwell grew up in a family with 
nine children in the high desert of eastern 
Colorado. The closest town was 30 miles 
down the road and travel was less frequent 
in those days. The independence born of the 
resulting quasi-solitude clearly impacted 
Ray’s approach to life. It reinforced his senses 
of inquiry, analysis and self-sufficiency – 
traits which ultimately proved to be key to 
starting an independent family business. 

After a time, Ray’s family moved to Oregon. 
He graduated from Molalla High School and 
used to reminisce that one of his first jobs was 
picking beans in the fields near Stayton and 
raspberries in Gresham. One thing was certain. 
Ray Southwell loved the Willamette Valley.

He went on to attend Oregon State 
University and graduated from the OSU 
College of Engineering in 1950. After a stint 
working for Weyerhauser, he relocated to 
St. Paul, Minnesota so he could work for 
the H.B. Fuller Company. He couldn’t quite 
shake his fondness for Oregon though, and 
in 1969 packed his family’s possessions into 
a U-Haul trailer and – with wife Eva and 
their five children – drove a two-car caravan 
back to the Willamette Valley that had 
captured his heart. He was confident that he 
could create wood-treatment compounds 
that would serve the needs of Weyerhauser.

Ray initially set up his chemistry lab in the 
family garage. 

“I remember mom always asking us to check 
dad’s lab in the garage whenever something 

was missing from her kitchen,” President 
Sheryl Southwell says with a broad smile. 
“The bundt pan was most often missing in 
action. Dad found that its shape and metal 
construction made a great cooling chamber 
when he filled it with ice and water.”

Sheryl proudly shows a black and white 
snapshot of that first home lab. The garage 
window lights a tidy work surface that was 
most likely intended by the home builder 
to be a counter top for a wood shop. An 
electric kitchen blender sits to the right. 
Sheryl explains that a heavy-duty, 30-cup 
aluminum coffee percolator is just out of 
sight on the left. 

“It certainly wasn’t filled with fancy 
equipment. But the percolator was ideal 
as the heating chamber for dad’s lab work. 
And the blender served as his small reaction 
vessel,” Sheryl remembers. 

Sheryl’s smile has a tinge of sadness as 
she gazes at the old photo. Watching her, 
it occurs to me that Ray must have taken 
the picture himself. He isn’t in the photo. 
It’s clear that the domain captured in that 
timeless moment was his and his alone. 
The snapshot shows such a remarkably 
simple beginning to the life work of a simply 
remarkable man. 

And today, while Ray’s death has removed 
him from day-to-day appearances at Specialty 
Polymer’s Woodburn Headquarters, his 
presence is apparent everywhere. 

The polymer Age
It was during the 20th Century Polymer 

Age that Ray Southwell discovered a way 
to put polymers to work for him. His 
discoveries gradually grew his family’s 
award-winning company. 

In his lab, Ray managed to assemble all 
the pieces of special polymers in a way 
that let him take advantage of their water-

loving and water-repelling properties. 
Presto! Specialty Polymers was born. Ray 
Southwell was more than a scientist. He was 
a molecular architect.

Today, Specialty Polymers is well-known 
for its ongoing innovations, environmentally 
friendly emulsion polymers, and 
exceptional customer service. The company 
manufactures more than 250 different 
water-based polymers, which serve as the 
major ingredients for house paints, wooden 
deck coasting, inks used on paper sacks, roof 
coatings, cement coatings and wood glues. 

Specialty Polymers ships to customers all 
over the world, including some of the largest 
paint and coatings companies. Between 2001 
and 2005, the company more than doubled 
its production capacity and tripled its sales 
revenues. This year promises to break all 
previous production and sales records.

The company’s newest success is 
WoodSureTM. The lobby, conference room 
and restrooms in the corporate headquarters 
showcase WoodSure products – and they are 
nothing short of breathtaking. Unlike most 
composite materials, WoodSure products are 
made from solid wood. The wood is infused 
with acrylic resin, resulting in a product 
that is harder, stronger and more resistant 
to dents, scratches and water damage than 
untreated wood. These qualities make 
WoodSure ideal for high-wear applications 
such as countertops and flooring, but there 
are myriad other applications – from pool 
cues to designer furniture. 

Specialty Polymers has also developed a 
method of dying the wood that intensifies the 
grain pattern and provides eight dramatic 
color options in addition to a natural wood 
finish. The proprietary process can be applied 
to a wide variety of wood species. When you 
see a WoodSure product, you know that it’s 
different in a remarkable and wonderful 
way. You have to see it to believe it.

“What I love most about the family business 
is the challenge,” says Sheryl Southwell. 
“There is always something happening. 
Changes in the market, changes in the 
customers, growth of the organization – 40 
percent in just the page year – increases in 
the level of activity and the correlating need 
for problem-solving.”

Then she pauses. “More than all that, 
I love working with the people. We have 
good employees, good customers, and good 
suppliers.”

In addition to his wife Eva and five children, 
Ray’s legacy is seen in 10 grandchildren who 
range from 10 to 22 years of age. 

“Dad made a rule that we will continue to 
honor in the future,” Sheryl responds, when 
asked if the next generation of Southwells 
will join the family business. “They have to 
work somewhere else before coming to work 
at Specialty Polymers, and we have to have 
an open position for them. We’re family, but 
this is business.”

As I leave Sheryl Southwell’s office, I can’t 
help but think:  “Ray Southwell would be so 
proud.”

Carolyn R. Bolton is a freelance writer for The 
Salem Business Journal. She works at Garten 
Services, Inc. in Salem as Resource Development 
Manager. 

PoLymers...Continued from page �
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Let’s Talk: W. Ray Sagner CFP

Time to Rethink Retirement
This first of two articles discussing the 

concept of retirement will focus on the 
history of retirement and social security, 
followed next month by what a new view, a 
new psychological view, to retirement looks 
like. 

In August 2005 Social Security marked 
its 70th anniversary. Commissioner 
Barnhart wrote a piece commemorating the 
anniversary. The piece leaned towards the 
nice paternalistic view of the program. She 
stated that in 1935 when Franklin Roosevelt 
signed the legislation into law she “wasn’t 
sure if even he realized the significant role 
the program would play in the next seven 
decades” and stated that probably “no one 
foresaw Social Security becoming part of 
the fabric of society.” After one studies the 
history of the period and the motivation 
for the program it becomes clear that while 

the powers that were may have not realized 
how the program would evolve over the 
decades they did have a very good idea of 
how it would become an integral part of our 
society. 

The concept of retirement is linked to 
the changes in our country that came with 
industrialization, when people moved from 
the country to cities and from vocations 
to occupations. For many, work became 
less emotionally rewarding and more 
about earning an income as opposed to a 
way of life. In his excellent book, The New 
Retirementality, Mitch Anthony makes 
some interesting observations about how 
workers became small pieces in the large 
process of industry. Mature workers were 
seen as obstacles to progress, they were 
thought to be unable to adapt to the vast 
changes that came with industrialization. 

This ageism was further promoted by a 
famous speech given by a physician from 
John Hopkins in 1905 that basically stated 
those over the age of 40 had little more to 
offer the work force and were dispensable. 
There were others that began to pick up 
the banner of ageism to perpetuate their 
own cause. Labor unions were struggling to 
survive and if older works were displaced 
they could offer the jobs to their younger 
membership. So we begin to have a large 
social movement with one obstacle, how to 
support those that were being forced out of 
work. 

The model for moving older workers 
out of their jobs had been developed and 
implemented years earlier by Chancellor 
Otto Von Bismarck in Germany. In the 
United States a few companies started to 
offer pensions in 1900. Then in 1910 the 

Taft administration began to push the idea 
as a way to promote growth and efficiency 
in industry and began to offer tax incentives 
to companies who began pension plans. By 
1932 about 15% of workers were covered by 
a pension plan. 

The big break through came in 1933 during 
the Great Depression, when some 25% of the 
labor force was without work.  Franklin D. 
Roosevelt (FDR) began to envision massive 
riots similar to those that took place in 
Germany and Italy years earlier. So the New 
Dealers went to work to develop a scheme 
to get older workers to retire in order to 
replace them with younger workers. The 
first test was the railroad workers in 1934 
when some 50,000 workers were compelled 
to retire. In 1935 the Social Security Act was 
introduced by FDR. 

There were two obstacles that needed to 
be addressed to get the proposed Social 
Security bill to pass -- how to pay for it and 
what retirement age to settle on. As we know, 
the politicians came up with the idea that 
the current workforce should pay to support 
the current retirees. This seemed like a 
brilliant idea considering the demographics 
of the time. Relative to the second issue, 
determining a mandatory retirement age, 
FDR followed Bismarck’s example of setting 
the age of retirement close to life expectancy. 
Age 65, was originally set as retirement, but 
FDR found (like Bismarck found) that few 
workers lived long enough to collect much 
of their retirement. As such, FDR finally 
settled (in 1935) on 62 as the retirement 

age, at a time when life expectancy was 63.  
During the FDR years Social Security 

payments provided just enough to cover the 
bare necessities, thus the pictures of widows 
living in one room shacks. As stated very well 
by Mitch Anthony, it would take another 20 
years before the social net and workplace 
manipulation known as retirement would 
become a part of the American way of life. 
During WWII when wages were frozen, 
labor unions began pushing for pensions 
and the politicians provided tax breaks to 
companies that offered them. The increase 
in private pensions was a great relief to the 
Social Security system which was being 
criticized for allowing citizens to live their 
final years in poverty. 

So, here we are in 2006, and being 65 is 
not what it used to be. Were the retirement 
age set today, linked to life expectancy as it 
was in 1935, we would be in our mid 80’s 
before we hung up our worker role. Next 
month: what retirement might look in the 
near future.  

Ray Sagner is a Certified Financial Planner?  
with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered 
Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem. Ray can be 
contacted at 503-581-6020, or by email at Ray@
TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the Company’s 
web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.com

Oregon Community Credit Union names CEO
Oregon Community Credit 

Union board chair Don 
Thomas today announced 
that Mandy Jones will become 
chief executive officer July 1, 
2006.  Jones, 52, has served 
as acting CEO since January 
2006.  She succeeds Gordon 
Hoerauf, 60, who has been on 
sabbatical the past six months 
and plans to retire at the end 
of 2006. 

Jones joined Oregon 
Community Credit Union in 2001 as chief 
operations officer and was named executive 
vice president in 2004.  

Before joining Oregon Community Credit 
Union, Jones served as senior vice president 
of operations for Patelco Credit Union in 
San Francisco.  Born in Portland, Oregon, 
she grew up in Milwaukie, Oregon, and is a 
graduate of Oregon State University with a 
BA in business.

Jones said,  “Gordon shaped Oregon 
Community Credit Union into an organization 
of great integrity with a commitment 
to always doing the right thing for our 

members.  With 
those strong core 
values as our 
foundation, I am 
honored to have 
been entrusted 
to lead Oregon 
Community into 
the future.”

Thomas said 
that the board 
considered a 
national search 

when Hoerauf decided to retire 
but agreed unanimously that Jones was the 
right candidate.  

“Mandy already has an intimate 
understanding of Oregon Community Credit 
Union’s values and the unwavering vision to 
carry it into the future,” he said.

Hoerauf returns to Oregon Community 
Credit Union as president. In his new role 
he will help facilitate the CEO transition 
and continue his efforts to advance the 
credit union movement, serving as liaison 
to smaller credit unions.

  “I’m looking forward to having time to 

be a hands-on volunteer 
with small credit unions as 
well as with local community 
groups,” said Hoerauf.  

Hoerauf joined Oregon 
Community Credit Union 
in 1986 as vice president 
of administration and was 
named CEO in 1988.  He 
is a resident of Springfield, 
Oregon.    

Celebrating its 50th 
anniversary this year, Oregon 
Community Credit Union 

has grown from 26 members to more than 
90,000, with more than $725 million 
in assets.  With seven branch offices in 
Eugene/Springfield, two in Salem, and two 
on Portland’s Westside, the credit union 
serves anyone who lives or works in Benton, 
Clackamas, Columbia, Lane, Linn, Marion, 
Multnomah, Polk, Washington and Yamhill 
county. Oregon Community Credit Union is 
member owned and not for profit, offering 
exceptional service, providing active support 
for its local communities and serving as a 
trusted financial advisor to its members. 

Gordon hoerauf mandy Jones

pringle Creek 
Community 
Becoming a Reality

Just like the plants in your garden, Pringle 
Creek Community is coming out of the 
ground with new vitality. 

After eighteen months of sustainable site 
planning and coordination with the City 
of Salem, Pringle Creek Community is 
seeing its residential neighborhood of 139 
residential lots, parks, walking trails and 
gardens become a reality. 

Local contractor, No rth Santiam Paving, 
has completed the surveying and started 
installing the underground utilities in early 
June. For the remainder of the summer, 
crews will be on-site six days a week building 
streets, pathways and preparing lots for 
home construction. To embrace the green 
building practices of this project, North 
Santiam is using biodiesel in some of their 
trucks and heavy equipment. 

This is first step towards completing an 
innovative “green street” system, designed 
to naturally infiltrate 90% of the rainwater 
back into the aquifer and preserve 80% of 
the existing trees while enhancing Pringle 
Creek and its natural wetlands. 

A variety of housing types are planned 
for the community, including single-family 
homes, cottages and rowhouses. In late 
summer or early fall, residents will be able 
to purchase lots and start designing and 
building their own homes. Pringle Creek 
Community is putting together a resident 
ial “green building” program of qualified 
builders and architects, along with design and 
building guidelines to ensure the livability of 
the community. The developers will build a 
“one of a kind” central plaza featuring several 
commercial mixed-use buildings. 

Pringle Creek Community is one of the most 
sustainable developments under construction 
in the United States. For more information 
about this innovative development, please 
visit http://www.pringlecreek.com, or contact 
Don Myers of Sustainable Development, Inc. 
at 503-930-4541. 
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10 Salem 
Area 

Locations
to Serve 

You

Salem - Lancaster
1710 Lancaster Dr. NE
(503) 363-9214

Salem - Mission St.
2350 Mission St. SE
(503) 585-6422

Salem North
3030 River Rd. N
(503) 585-7551

Salem South
1405 Barnes Ave. SE
(503) 585-7545

Salem West
530 Wallace Rd. NW
(503) 363-2261

Dallas
121 Main St.,
(503) 623-8155

Independence
1710 Monmouth St.
(503) 838-6340

Silverton
911 North 1st St.
(503) 873-2966

Sublimity
400 SW Sublimity Blvd.
(503) 769-1883

Woodburn
1140 N. Pacifi c Hwy
(503) 981-1875

www.LesSchwab.com

At Les Schwab 
we’re having 
our largest 
Spring Sale 
ever. We invite 
you to come in 
and experience 
The Les Schwab 
Difference. We 
want to earn 
your business!

Ladies & Gentlemen

 A Natural Path Wellness Spa
skin care services for men and women 

are designed to minimize future signs of aging.  
The sooner you start, the younger looking you will stay.

Call Today for 
Your Appointment

503-508-5347

2355 State Street SE
Salem, OR 97301

www.anaturalpathspa.com

Start your anti-aging program 
TODAY and begin looking 
younger TOMORROW.
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Kent sees a tremendous amount of potential 
in downtown Salem. “I see it full of merchants 
who really care about it, who want it to grow 
and who want to invite people down here to 
the capital city to be a part of the growth in a 
pleasing way,” she concluded.

Downtown Salem property owner Roger 
Yost continues to enjoy successes. The 
owner of the historic Reed Opera House, The 
Alessandro’s building and restaurant and 
the Capitol Center can now boast the latter 
property is at full occupancy.  Pessimists 
might have thought such an ambitious goal 
Sisyphean in that Yost had to fill 40,000 
square feet of office space with some larger 
firms wanting to locate on a single floor but 
requiring more than 3,700 square feet to 
make things work and other firms upsizing 
or downsizing with regularity.

“That was one of the goals when we bought 
the building back in ’03. We personally 
took over the leasing of it after a year 
because things weren’t moving as quickly 
as I thought they should. And so, little-by-
little we started building a pretty diversified 
tenant group over there. Just in the last 
year we’ve brought in three great financial 
institutions:  Piper Jaffrey, Morgan Stanley 
and more recently Wells Fargo. We added 
quite a few more attorneys. There are now 
about five full floors of attorneys in the 
building. Of particular excitement to me 
personally was the renewal of many of the 
long-term tenants,” Yost said.   

Why have things worked out so well?  Yost 
says it all comes back to “the rebirth of 
downtown”. 

At Yost’s Reed Opera House, more 
than ninety-five percent of its 60,000 
square feet is occupied. With so many 
businesses locating downtown, parking is 
at a premium. In fact, parking permits for 
downtown workers at the Chemeketa and 
Liberty parkades are virtually sewn up 
at present, according to Yost and others.  
Yost surmised that the situation could be 
an inhibiting factor to future occupancy 
at prime downtown buildings and looks 
forward to efforts to remove that hurdle.

“The city’s parking study is supposed to 
be done no later than September. By that 
time some recommendations will be made 
which may involve time limit parking, some 
metered or pay and display parking.  There 
are lots of options that can be considered,” 
Yost said. Yost intends to examine the 
city’s findings and determine whether to 
eventually erect a five-story parkade on the 
property next to his Alessandro’s restaurant.  
If such a project comes to fruition, it may 
involve rooftop condos and retail space on 
the ground floor. This scenario would only 
come about if it was determined that the 
city would, in fact, opt to start phasing in 
metered parking or pay and display parking 
in the downtown core.

Mr. Yost is also interested in examining the 
initial findings and later the detailed findings 
offered up by the Urban Land Institute.  The 
ULI group, a consortium of volunteers from 
business and industry were in town the last 
week of June to offer up an assessment of the 
area after gleaning information from local 
panelists/stakeholders assembled to address 

everything from recreational considerations 
to real estate and environmental 
considerations.  The primary area of focus 
is the Boise Cascade Building and 13 acres 
of land adjacent to downtown Salem.  Those 
initial findings were to be presented as the 
Salem Business Journal went to press.

“I think the character of downtown is 
definitely a work in progress,” Yost added.  
“We’re going to see trees coming and going, 
new amenities on the street now that the 
sidewalks are being replaced and repaired 
with most of the responsibility for that 
thrust on the property owners, yours truly 
and others.  We’re going to do our best to 
make downtown look more inviting (with) 
planters and trees and artworks.”

Roy John Boldoc has operated a designer 
goldsmith and custom jewelry business in 
Salem for 35 years, 29 of those in downtown 
Salem, his shingle located at 315 Court Street 
N.E. for the past seven years.  Bolduc is not 
itching to leave downtown and is pleased 
to see long vacant buildings occupied.  He 
suggested owners are no longer using 
them as tax write-offs on profit and loss 
statements.

“We needed it (downtown redevelopment) 
almost ten years ago,” Bolduc volunteered.  
“Now that this stuff is happening, there are 
economic reasons for it happening.  These 
people in Portland know that they can 
turn it or they can flip it and make a buck.  
Nobody in Salem was willing to do that,” 
Bolduc surmised.

Downtown 
Salem 

Glows with 
heritage

A brand new addition to the downtown 
retail mix is Bridie’s Irish Faire located at 
183 High Street N.E.  Owner Susan Jeanne 
Spencer’s store offers discerning shoppers 
artistic Irish jewelry as well as apparel and 
gifts.  “I wanted to have a shop in downtown 
because I want to be part of the community.  
I wanted to have the benefits of pedestrian 
traffic,” she explained.

After six weeks of being open, Spencer 
claimed that, “Salem has welcomed me very 
warmly.  I’ve had a lot of customer. I’ve had 
a lot of return/repeat customers.  I’ve had a 
lot of referrals.  There’s a place in Salem for 
specialty stores.”

Among the signature faire at Bridie’s:  
Galway Crystal and hand painted china, 
jewelry from Kilkenny and Dublin along with 
woven products and textiles from County 
Kerry and linen from Northern Ireland.

“My intention for the store is to create 
a hub for Irish culture in Salem and 
surrounding areas,” Spencer said.  To that 
end, she’s planning to host a poetry reading 
in September and eventually envisions 
Salem being host to a St. Patrick’s Day 
parade.

An Irish lad who has made good in Salem is 
John Gallagher who owns the eponymously 
named Gallagher Fitness Resources, a 
walking and running store. The self-effacing 
Gallagher will soon enter his ninth year in 
business at 233 Commercial Street N.E. 
along with his wife Susan and business 
partner Bob Ray.  The Holy Cross fathers at 

Notre Dame taught Master Gallagher well 
and his paragon education coupled with 
business acumen recently had the Salem 
Area Chamber of Commerce dub the retailer 
Salem’s Small Business of the Year.

“Given Salem’s geography downtown to us 
is where everything meets,” Gallagher said.  
Riverfront Park, Minto Brown and Bush’s 
Pasture Park are all close by and provide 
runners and walkers of all abilities some of 
the best urban running and walking areas in 
the state.  The pragmatic Gallagher realizes 
he’s no soothsayer so he chose to locate 
downtown nine years ago because there was 
no way to predict how development would 
take shape in neighboring Keizer or how 
far Commercial Street S.E. was going to 
develop.  Gallagher says it just made sense 
to locate his business downtown. 

At press time, one of the crowning jewels 
of downtown Salem’s gentrification broke 
ground.  The Rivers condominium project, 
the brainchild of renowned local attorney 
Kevin Lafky will be located across from 
Salem’s Riverfront Park.

“It’s great to be moving forward,” Lafky told 
me over the telephone. “We had about two 
hundred people show up at the groundbreaking 
and we had two more condos sold at the 
groundbreaking.  We’ve got a quality building 
at a great location,” he opined. 

Lafky contends that any healthy downtown 
needs to be supported by office space, retail 
space and housing and is actively doing his 
part to bring the third ingredient into the mix.  
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Houck and Associates, LLC
Serving real estate buyers, sellers and investors in the Mid-Willamette Valley since 1993

 P S NE, S
River Front Commercial Property

Excellent Development or Redevelopment Opportunity
1.55 acres zoned IC

includes 8000+ sq. ft. building (formerly a restaurant)

For additional information, call
Jagon Ferder, Broker at (503) 551-4563

Phone: 503-581-0100 Fax: 503-585-8911
3755 Commercial Street SE • Salem, OR 97302

Houck and Associates, LLC

FOR SALE

Spa selling guru Jim Trine is joining 
Marquis Corp. as the western United States 
sales manager. In his new role, Trine will 
oversee the mountain states region and 
work closely with the western regional sales 
managers to help ensure Marquis’ dealers 
receive the best service possible.

“I’m looking forward to my new role as 
Marquis’ western U.S. sales manager,” said 
Trine. “I’ve been associated with Marquis for 
well over 20 years and it feels great to finally 
become a full-fledged Marquis employee.”

Prior to his new appointment, Trine had 
been involved with Marquis’ dealer sales 
training. Trine is an accomplished sales 
person with an excellent track record of 
selling Marquis spas. He worked for a 
Marquis dealer in Denver, Colorado, for 
almost 20 years.  

“I believe my real-world retail floor 
experience will greatly help me in my new 
role,” added Trine. “I have an understanding 
for what dealers need and what works on 
the sales floor and what doesn’t.”

Jim Trine will continue to be based in 
Denver, Colorado. 

Marquis Corp., an employee-owned 
company based in Independence, Oregon, 

has been building spas since 1980. 
Employees/owners take great pride in the 
quality and performance of the products 
they build. Marquis is widely recognized 
throughout the spa industry as a leader in 
quality and innovative technology. For more 
information please call (800) 275-0888 or 
log onto our web site at www.marquisspas.
com.

marquis Corp. hires Western 
U.S. Sales manager
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Between the June and July issues of 
the Salem Business Journal, I had the 
opportunity to travel to my maternal 
grandfather’s birthplace—St. Petersburg, 
Russia.  My ancestors were ardent capitalists 
under the tsars and had to flee the country 
in a mass exodus with other White Russians 
because of the Bolshevik web of canards.

It has always intrigued me how many in 
the West are completely unaware that a 
nascent and genuine capitalist movement 
was underway in Imperial Russia in the late 
1800s under Tsar Alexander III and was 
gaining steam with the proposed reforms 
of Prime Minister Pyotr Stolypin before his 
assassination in 1911.

In the 1890s, Russia had a booming stock 
market.  The talking heads on CNBC are 
completely ignorant of this fact and falsely 
claim the current RTS Index in Moscow is 
the first stock market ever established in a 
country that still accounts for nearly one-
sixth of the world’s landmass.

Although not taught in schools in the West 
and certainly not discussed in the Soviet 
Union when it existed, the historical record 
shows that the Bolshevik Revolution was 
financed through a cabal involving Western 
industrial families in the United States, 
Great Britain and Germany.  Captains 
of industry in those nations saw a truly 
capitalistic Russia as a threat to their 
own success and they should have been 
afraid.  In 1900, Russia’s Gross Domestic 
Product was outstripping the GDP growth 
of any European nation thanks in large 
part to oil and steel production.  Russia’s 
textile industry was flourishing thanks to 
a productive merchant class that produced 
goods and services rather than collect rents 
on the backs of emancipated serfs who were 
still being denied the right to own land by 
the Russian nobility that rather stay on top 
even if maintaining rank meant keeping a 
boot in the backwaters of feudalism.

Today’s Russia under President Vladimir 
Putin is in many ways more autocratic 
than when the Romanov’s reigned.  Critics 

The World Wants Our Oyster
An Opinion-Editorial by michael patrick O’Connor

of his administration in country say Putin 
has turned the Kremlin into his dacha or 
summer house.

For those of you comfortably ensconced 
in your living rooms thinking we won the 
Cold War, I beg you to reconsider.  Russia 
remains the only country that possesses 
military hardware on par with us.  Now 
instead of stockpiling, Russia is selling 
arms to countries all over the globe.  While 
we quibble over drilling for oil at the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge or ANWAR, Russia 
is the number two exporter of oil in the world 
next to Saudi Arabia and possesses healthy 
reserves along with the largest natural gas 
reserves on the planet.

If you think Russia can’t compete with us 
when it comes to the corporate world, you 
might find it alarming to know that the fifth 
largest corporation on the planet’s majority 
shareholder is the Russian government 
itself.  The natural gas and oil concern 
known as Gazprom is larger than Wal-Mart, 
larger than Toyota, larger than Citigroup.

The Oracle of Omaha Warren Buffett is 
the world’s second richest man and will 
be donating most of his billions of dollars 
in worth to the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation.  According to the latest Forbes 
Magazine list of the world’s richest people, 
Bill Gates remains atop that list.  Of the 
world’s 793 billionaires from 49 countries, 
nearly half that number can be found either 
in the United States and Germany but Russia 
is quickly moving up in those rankings along 
with businessmen in India and Brazil due 
to economic growth in those countries that 
dwarfs current economic expansion here in 
the United States.

Bottom line:  We shouldn’t fool ourselves 
and become complacent.  Russia along 
with China, India and the European Union 
(EU) are jockeying for position in the global 
marketplace and won’t think twice about 
knocking us off course.

Salem resident Michael Patrick O’Connor 
is Contributing Editor to the Salem Business 
Journal      
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Give a Litte, Gain a Lot – part 1

Growing Your Business: Ken Inlow

I travel by air fairly frequently, and am 
partial to one particular airline.  I always fly 
coach, primarily because I believe in saving 
money, and besides, this particular carrier 
is a “no frills” airline, and doesn’t offer 
first class anyway.  For this trip however, I 
decided to try a new airline, one I’d never 
flown before, primarily because they had 
more open flights at my time of booking that 
were a bit more convenient.  

On the return trip, while waiting at the 
gate to board my flight, I happened to 
notice a display promoting the airline’s first 
class service.  Noticing that the agent at the 
gate wasn’t particularly busy at the time, 
and being completely bored waiting for the 
flight to begin boarding, I decided to strike 
up a chat.

“So what’s the deal with first class?” I 
asked.   

The woman looked up and responded to 
my question with a question.  “Do you fly 
with us often?” 

“No, this is my first time,” I replied.  
“How many are in your party?” she asked.  
Immediately my defenses went up.  Oh, 

oh, I thought, I’ve got a hard closer here. I 
should have never opened my mouth.

“There’s four of us, but I’m not interested 

for this flight, I’m just curious.”  
“I understand,” she said. “Can I 

see your boarding passes?”  
“Sure, but I’m really not…”  

Interrupting my rebuttal, she looked up 
from her computer screen, handed me back 
four new boarding passes, all designating 
first class seating.  

“I don’t understand,” I said, guardedly.  
“I guess it’s just your lucky day,” she said 

with a big smile on her face.  “We’re ready to 
board, and since you and your family are in 
first class, that means you get to board first. 
I hope you enjoy your flight!”  

Dumfounded, I grabbed my family, and 
ushered them on board, blabbing all the 
way down the jet way about what had just 
happened.  Needless to say,  I became an 
instant hero to my wife and my kids. They’re 
still asking me how I pulled that one off!

The interesting thing here is that it’s fairly 
common for an airline to upgrade frequent 
flyers to first class if there happens to be 
room.  But I was a first time customer with 
no history with the airline.  My loyalty was 
with their competitor. She had absolutely no 
reason to give me those seats…or did she?  

All I did was ask one simple question: “So 
what’s the deal with first class?”  Being the 

savvy agent that she was, she grabbed on 
to those seven words, and after discovering 
that it was my first time flying with them,  
she took her best shot at winning me over.  
With the click of her mouse, she seriously 
shook the foundations of this customer’s 
loyalty to her competitor.  I couldn’t have 
been more impressed.  

Will I think of her airline first, next time I 
fly?  Absolutely, you bet I will.  Will I book 
with her airline next time I fly?  More than 
likely, yes. Would I have thought about her 
airline again had that event not happened to 
me?  Probably not.  Would I have booked my 
next flight with her airline, had that event 
not occurred?  No, I would have returned 
back to my loyalty with the other airline 
out of force of habit.  Instead, however, that 
agent created a bold new marketing force 
out in the field.  Me! Guess who I’m going 
to tell about my experience?  That’s right, 
everybody!

When was the last time you, as a business 
owner or manager, gave away something to 
an unsuspecting customer “just because?”  

Too many businesses are penny wise and 
pound foolish when it comes to bending the 
rules for the sake of good will. 

My advice?  Loosen up.  Make it a practice 
to do something crazy good for a customer 
every now and then that doesn’t necessarily 
make sense financially. Do it gladly and 
with enthusiasm, and do it for someone that 
hasn’t earned it. Then, sit back and expect 
great results. Not only will you feel good 
that you blessed a customer, but you can be 
assured that your good deed will return to 
you in countless ways over time.  It doesn’t 
take much…just a little, to gain a whole lot! 

Next month, I’ll share another example of 
a major retailer who bent the rules big time, 
and won huge!  See you then!

Ken Inlow is President of INR Enterprises, 
a full service Advertising Agency, and has an 
extensive background in radio broadcasting, 
and small business marketing and development.  
He can be reached at 503-547-5233.     
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Mortgage views: David Chandler

Raising your Credit Worthiness

Florist  Unique Design  Fresh  Delivery
Abbey Road Wildflowers

abbeyroadwildflowers.com503-932-9354

Better Service ... and more of it!

PATRICIA S. BENNETT

167 High Street SE
P. O. Box 2031

Salem, Oregon 97308-2031
www.malmstroms.com

Member: OAPS • NAPPS • WSPSA

Toll free (outside Oregon): 1-900-758-8204

Phone: (503) 585-0234
Fax: (503) 315-0962

CONTRACT
SERVICING

CONTRACT SERVICING has over 40 years of experience
and can save time and effort in administering seller-
financed notes.

We service the following:
• Seller Carry-Back Notes
• Promissory Notes
• Mortgages
• Land Contracts
• Installment Notes
• And more…

Benefits
• Neutral third party servicing and record keeping for those

buying or selling “on contract”
• An experienced staff of professionals
• Easy access to account on-line at

www.contractservicing.com
• Automated funds transfers
• Competitive fee structure

Get set up forms and learn more at
www.contractservicing.com!

Or call 800-523-9784

Many individuals today have blemishes 
on their credit reports.  Whether it is from 
a dreaded case of Identity Theft or not 
being punctual about paying bills on time, 
these credit mishaps can cost an individual 
thousands in interest if not corrected.  
However, there is hope and here are some 
simple things that can be done to possibly 
improve a credit score by up to one hundred 
points in forty-five days.  

First of all, what makes up a credit score?  A 
credit score is made up of five components:  

1. Payment history (35%)
2. Balances carried (30%)
3. Credit history (15%) 
4. Mix of accounts (10%)
5. Inquiries (10%).  
Your payment history is based on paying 

bills as agreed and on time.  The majority 
of the payment history is based on the most 
recent six months and the highest weight is 
on the highest pay history.  For example, a 
mortgage loan would be rated first and then 
the next biggest payment, whether it is an 
auto loan or credit card with a high payment, 
would rate next.  

Your balances carried is rated based on the 
balance to limit ratio.  Since this component 
makes up 30% of the credit score, it is best 

to keep the balance to limit ratio low.  Let’s 
take a look at an example.  

Let’s say a borrower has two credit card 
accounts, one Visa with Citibank and 
one Visa with Bank of America, and both 
accounts have credit limits of $10,000 but, 
one is maxed out and the other has a zero 
balance.  If the credit accounts are left as is, 
it will result in a lower credit score because 
balance to credit limit ratio is 100%.  

On the other hand, if the borrower spread 
the balance between the two accounts and 
owed $5,000 on each, the balance to credit 
limit ratio would only be 50% resulting in a 
positive affect to the credit score and would 
create a higher credit score.  

It is important to note that mortgages and 
installment loans do not require the same 
approach as they have less of an impact with 
the balances carried component.       

Credit history simply means the longer 
the account has been open the higher the 
credit score.  However, to achieve the higher 
credit score the accounts need to be paid as 
agreed.  

Additionally, many people have been 
advised to close accounts that they never 
use.  Not the case!  This can actually have a 
negative impact on the credit score.  Never 

close old credit accounts, especially if the 
accounts have a long history.  

Mix of accounts.  The ideal credit score is 
made up of both installment and revolving 
accounts and looks like this:

     -Mortgage Loan
     -Auto Loan
     -3-5 Credit Cards (Or More)
Additionally, when obtaining an Equity 

Line of Credit apply for a loan amount 
greater than $40,000.  If the HELOC is 
greater than $40K, it will fall into the 
mortgage category.  If the HELOC is equal 
to or less then $40K, it will be classified as 
a revolving account.  Max out the HELOC 
and it will have a negative impact on your 
credit score.  

Inquiries have several factors to consider.  
First, if shopping around for a mortgage 
or a car, borrowers have forty-five days to 
complete their shopping spree.  If all credit 
reports are pulled within a forty-five day 
period, it will only count as one inquiry.  
For example, if a borrower applies with one 
mortgage company and decides to switch to 
another mortgage company both inquiries 
will only count as one as long as the second 
mortgage company pulls the credit report 
within 45 days. However, if the borrower is 
shopping for both a mortgage and an auto, 
one inquiry will count for each.

  Each inquiry made averages about five 
points.  After ten inquiries per year, inquiries 
will no longer affect the score.  

Several types of inquiries do not affect 
the credit score at all.  A job application 
related inquiry does not affect the score 
nor does an application for insurance or 
to start a new utility account (e.g., phone, 
cable, etc.).  When a lender automatically 
reviews your credit account to confirm that 
other accounts have been paid on time and 
credit limits are not maxed out or when an 
individual obtains a personal credit report 
through www.annualcreditreport.com.  

Blemished credit can be very costly 
and can result in higher interest rates on 
mortgage loans, auto loans, credit cards, 
and insurance premiums.  By taking the 
following steps to improve your credit score, 
you could save hundreds even thousands of 
dollars over the term of a loan.  

Here are five simple steps to possibly raise 
your credit score 100 points in 45 days.  1) 
Pay past due accounts, 2) Get rid of late 

Continued on page 23
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Victor Smith, RE/mAX equity group, inc., ABR, 
CRS, GRI.  Say what?

I worked for the I’m-here-to-help-you 
Federal Government for a total of 32 
years so I’m very familiar with the use of 
acronyms.  I know how confusing they can 
be.  Not only to outsiders but even to those 
folks who work for the same organization.  
But this column is not about acronyms.  It’s 
about Victor (Vic) Smith.  And since it’s 
about him, I want to make sure that all you 
readers (both of you) understand who he 
is, personally, but also professionally.  So 
here’s a breakdown of Vic’s professional 
designations (acronyms).

ABR: An Accredited Buyer Representative.  
It’s a real estate agent with advanced 
professional training and experience in 
buyer representation and commitment to 
the Realtor’s Code of Ethics. 

CRS: A Certified Residential Specialist. A 
CRS is the symbol of excellence in residential 
real estate.  

GRI: A graduate of The Graduate Realtor 
Institute. It’s the mark of a real estate 
professional who has made the commitment 
to provide a high level of professional 

services by securing a strong educational 
foundation.

Vic Smith is all of these designations 
but much, much more.  Born in Portland 
in December, 1944, he grew up on the 
Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde 
reservation.  His Granddad owned the 
agency store. 

His step-father, Herman Smith and 
mother, Paula, owned the H & P Logging 
Company in Willimina.  His mom worked 
as a waitress at Whimpy’s, and another 
restaurant at Valley Junction. 

Demonstrating his own entrepreneurial 
spirit early, Vic had a lawn mowing business 
in Grande Ronde from age 8 until he was 
12. 

After graduating from Willimina High 
School in 1963, young Vic worked with his 
step-dad in the woods setting chokers.  At 
the same time, he worked for the Willimina 
IGA grocery store where he eventually 
worked his way up to produce manager.  He 
was a produce manager/logger by day and a 
mechanic for pay in the evenings.  He was a 

good enough mechanic that he not only built 
cars but he also enjoyed some successes 
racing them.  

Vic moved to Sheridan in 1964 and worked 
for the Willimina Lumber Mill.  He became 
assistant mill-right in 1966 at the ripe old 
age of 21.  For those of you who’ve worked 
in mills, you know that’s an awful young age 
to be in such a sought after position.  There 
was a bit of jealousy about it but since his 
step-dad delivered logs there and knew 
everyone, it worked out.  

In 1968, Vic had an opportunity to buy the 
Shell gasoline station in Sheridan.  With his 
automotive background, he quickly turned 
it into a full-service mechanic shop.  He also 
started selling tires and Suzuki motorcycles.  
He sold it for a nice profit in 1972. 

During the Shell station period, Vic also 
served as a reserve officer and EMT for the 
Sheridan Police Department.  He came very 
close to choosing a law enforcement career 
but other interests moved him on.

Sheridan’s loss was Salem’s gain.  Vic 
moved here in October, 1972.  He went back 
into the grocery store business landing a job 
as produce and night manager, with Dave 
Marth at Marth’s IGA in West Salem.  

Between 1972 and 1974, Smith was produce 
manager for Marth’s, the QFM Market off 
Center St., and the Prairie Market on Liberty 
Road S.

Then came June, 1976.  Victor Smith 
got himself a real estate license.  He went 
straight to work for the Jim Preuitt Agency as 
something other than a produce manager.

Smith switched to Dan Chandler Real 
Estate in 1979.  After a couple of years, that 
company became Prudential.  It was there 
that Vic worked with future real estate 
super-star, Gladys Blum.  He fondly recalls 
how they regularly competed for who’d be 
number one in sales.  He never did tell me 

At Large: Bill Isabell

who achieved that title the most often.
In 1991, Vic, with wife Lorene, opened the 

very first RE/MAX franchise.  It was located 
on South Commercial near Fred Meyer.  He 
sold the agency in 1998 to Gerald Aldridge, 
Pegging LaGrande, Cathline Toews & 
Joanne Moss, and stayed on as an agent.  

Today, Smith heads one of the top teams 
for RE/MAX’s equity group, inc. principal 
broker and Salem manager, John Lee, CRB, 
CRS, ALC.  Here we go again.

CRB: Certified Real Estate Brokerage 
Manager (Hey, what about the “M”?) CRS: 
A Certified Residential Specialist, ALC: The 
Accredited Land Consultant. For clients who 
want to purchase, sell or exchange land.

Vic’s not an all work and no play guy 
though (at least that’s what he tells me).  
He’s quite the fisherman.  But he’s more 
than just a fisherman.  He builds much of his 
own fishing equipment like flies and lures.  
In fact, some of his stuff is so good that he 
has a demand from friends in Canada who 
claim they work real well up there.  And 
while he prefers fly fishing he does a little of 
it all as long as it’s on a lake, stream or river.  
No oceans, thank you very much.

Smith also enjoys camping and motor 
home traveling, guns, reloading for center 
fire rifles, playing the trumpet and guitar 
and singing in gospel quartets.

Vic thought he was an only child until 2 
years ago.  An aunt tracked down his father 
in Portland and three brothers living in 
Oregon City, Michigan and Scapoose.  He’s 
seen the brothers but Dad, Victor Mason Sr., 
in Portland, is not yet ready for a meeting.

Smith doesn’t work on his own vehicles 
these days.  Instead, this old mechanic trusts 
that work to Mike Marslof, someone who he 
believes can work up to his high standards.

Vic met his wife, Lorene, also a member of 
his RE/MAX team, at church in Willamina 
when he was 10 years old.  They married in 
1964.  Lorene got her real estate license in 
1975 but didn’t use it right away.  Instead, 
she worked at the South Salem Fred Meyer 
as a checker until 1988.

The Smiths have 3 sons, Darin, 40, Derick, 
36, and Daryl, 33.  Darin’s on Vic’s Re/Max 
team and is heir apparent to his “empire” 
when he retires (he loves his work and 
helping people so that won’t be anytime 
soon, he assures me). 

Derick builds golf carts in Youngtown, 
Aizona, and Daryl is a professional 
photographer in Phoenix, Arizona.

So there you have it.  Another local boy 
makes good.  Victor Smith, RE/MAX equity 
group, inc., ABR, CRS, GRI & RGG (RGG: 
Really Good Guy).

Vic Smith at the reception desk at the south office of RE/MAX Equity Group

RE/mAX Equity 
Group’s second 
location at 1860 

hawthorne 
Avenue nE – on 

the busy I-5 
Corridor
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Live From the Elsinore: Steve Martin

Indoor Summer Entertainment

120 Commercial NE
Salem

503-370-9951

Fine Dining
Live Entertainment
Historic Downtown

It’s summertime!  Does that mean that 
you can only attend outdoor performances?  
Not at all.  There are plenty of indoor live 
entertainment opportunities for you to take 
advantage of once you have taken in enough 
sun for the day. 

At the Elsinore Theatre, you have the 
opportunity each week to experience either 
a “classic film” or “silent film” for only $5.  
The summer film series opened on June 
14 with a great Technicolor MGM musical, 
The Band Wagon, which was the first of five 
Summer Classics for the Big Screen to be 
shown in this series.  Other great classics 
will be The Philadelphia Story (July 5), East 
of Eden (July 26) and Bend of the River 
(August 9). Co-Star Rock Hudson in Bend of 
the River reportedly attended the premiere 
at the Elsinore in 1952. While available to be 

seen on television, the movies in this 
series offer great star performances 
and expressive pictorial space on 
scale that is so much more enjoyable 
when viewed on the big screen and as a 
communal experience. Film notes offering 
commentary and analysis will be provided 
at the screenings.

Alternating with the Summer Classics 
series is a Silent Series of four movie 
evenings, which began June 21st, celebrating 
the mastery of silent screen stars such as 
Harold Lloyd, Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, 
and Rudolph Valentino from the era when 
the art and craft of movie comedy and 
drama were being invented. The silent 
film presentations will feature digitally 
restored films from archival prints when 
available, correct projection speed, and 

live accompaniment by Rick Parks on the 
“Mighty Wurlitzer Organ.”

If you are looking for FREE entertainment, 
consider a free performance of the 234th 
Army Band on July 16.  The 234th, 
located in Portland, OR is regarded as 
the ambassadors of the Oregon National 
Guard. The mission of 234th is to supply 
musical support to both military and 
civilian ceremonies throughout the state 
of Oregon.  Since 1947, “Oregon’s Own” 
band has performed throughout the state at 
many military and civilian functions. These 
have included gubernatorial inaugurations; 
opening ceremonies for the Oregon State 

Fair and State Games of Oregon; dedication 
ceremonies for the Veteran’s Hospital; 
Military Academy graduations; change of 
command ceremonies; military tattoos; 
parades; departure and welcome home 
ceremonies for Desert Storm soldiers; and 
concert tours to communities throughout 
Oregon. Did I mention that this concert was 
FREE?

Enjoy the summer sunshine but don’t 
forget about great indoor entertainment. 

payments, 3) Have credit limits increased, 
4) Become an authorized user, and 5) Do 
not close old accounts.  Let’s take a look at 
each. 

Pay all accounts that show a past due 
balance on your credit report.  Past due 
accounts do not necessarily mean 30 days 
late, past due accounts can be 1 day late and 
show as past due on a credit report.  This can 
severely hurt a credit score.  Pay all past due 
accounts as quickly as possible to increase 
the credit score.  

However, past due accounts do not include 
judgments and collections.  It is best not to 
pay judgments or collections when applying 
for a mortgage.  Wait until the close of 
escrow, if possible, and pay them at closing.  
Paying judgments or collections could 
create a negative impact on the credit score 
as the “recent activity” date will update if 
the account is paid and the collection will 
appear to be more recent than it may have 
been which will cause a negative impact 
with the credit score.  

Have late payments removed by contacting 
creditors and requesting to have any late 
payments removed.  If your first attempt is 
not successful, try again and work your way 
up the ladder to a manager.  Be persistent, 
as each time you phone a new representative 
will answer the phone.  

If you are successful and the creditor 
agrees to remove the late, be sure to request 
a letter.  The letter needs to be on the 
company letterhead of the creditor, needs 
to be signed by an employee and the letter 
must document your name, address, account 
number, and the specific late payment or 
late payments that should be removed.

Additionally, be sure to obtain the name 
of the representative that you spoke with 
as well as a contact number and extension, 
just in case you do not receive the letter and 
need to follow-up.  

Increasing your credit limits can increase 
your credit score.  Every six months or so call 
each creditor and request that each increase 
your credit limit.  Be sure to request that the 
increase be made based on your great credit 
history.  If the creditor insists that a credit 

report must be pulled, think twice before 
you agree as this will count as an inquiry 
and will have a negative impact on your 
credit report.  

Become an authorized user on a relative or 
friend’s credit account.  But, if they agree, 
be sure to confirm that the account has been 
paid on time and the current balance to limit 
ratio is below 10%.  If the account has late 
payments or has a high balance to ratio limit, 
it will create a negative impact on your credit 
report.  Be sure to tell your relative or friend 
that there is no risk as the credit card is mailed 
to the account holder and you cannot use the 
card unless they provide you with the card.  

Do not close accounts, even if you have 
heard that old accounts that you no longer 
use should be closed.  Keep accounts open 
and use accounts that have become inactive 
periodically.  However, if you charge on 
the account be sure and pay the balance in 
full as soon as the bill arrives.  Purchasing 
a tank of gas and paying it off will activate 
inactive accounts and report 
them current and in good 
standing.  Closing accounts can 
actually lower your credit score, 
especially if the account has a 
long credit history.  

In summary, to achieve a high 
credit score be sure and do the 
following.  Borrow money when 
you do not need it, when you do 
need money creditors may not 
give it to you.  Keep the balance 
to limit ratio low and do not max 
out your credit cards.  If you have 
to use credit cards, be sure to 
spread it over several accounts.  
When a creditor removes a late 
and provides a letter, request a 
credit rescore.  For a fee, in just 
a few days, your credit score will 
increase and this could help you 
obtain a better interest rate on 
loans you may be applying for. 
Remember to never payoff a 
judgment or collection just prior 
to applying for a mortgage loan 
or during the loan application 
process.  Try to negotiate that 
the account will be paid at 

closing. 
Overall, it pays to invest the time to 

clear up the blemishes on your credit 
report.  Increasing your credit score can 
save you thousands and possibly hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in interest over a 
lifetime. In addition, it will enable you to 
have greater choice and control over the 
financial instruments that you choose to 
finance the things you don’t pay cash for.

I hope that you’ve found this information 
to be helpful for yourself and I hope you’ll 
pass this article along to someone else who 
may benefit from its message.

David Chandler is the branch manager of the 
Salem office of Countrywide Home Loans, a 
national leader in residential finance. The office 
is located at 3882 Center St. NE, and home loan 
experts are available to assist customers with 
a full array of mortgage financing options at 
503-316-6131. Additional information about the 
company’s products and services is also available 
online at www.countrywide.com.

Chandler...Continued from page 2�
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Voted Best Steak in the Valley

Visit Our Remodeled Patio
Mini Golf Open Year Round

1145 Commercial Street SE
Salem

503-365-7225

www.elsinoretheatre.com

                The Rat Pack  Sept 16

           Gaelic Storm  Oct 6

       Jim Brickman  Nov 15

    In the Mood Jan 14

  Forbidden Broadway  Feb 24

Michael Londra  March 16

2006 - 2007 SEASON

Season
Tickets

as low as $129

Call 503-375-3574

Season
Tickets

as low as $129

Call 503-375-3574

Coaching From Within: Jennifer Powers, Life Coach

making Time management personal
Time management is one of the biggest 

challenges busy professionals are faced 
with. Because managing your time 
successfully means accomplishing what is 
most important to you, when that doesn’t 
happen you may feel frustrated, confused 
and unproductive. Many people attempt to 
use time management techniques that work 
well for others, only to be disappointed 
because they fail to identify the goals 
most important to them. An effective time 
management plan is one that is based on 

personal precedence so prioritize your day 
based on what matters most to you. Treat 
each day as a goal-setting opportunity and 
ask yourself which task you will benefit 
the most from accomplishing. Then make 
that your number one focus and stick to it 
without divergence.

To manage your time effectively and stay 
focused on your prioritized goals consider 
the following tips: 

First, be selective in how you spend your 
time. When considering your work week, 
be realistic and fill your time slots to 85% 
full. You will be asked to go somewhere 
or do something by a client or employer 
unexpectedly. If you book your time 
100% then you are on overload when the 
unplanned task or appointment arises.

Second, learn the power of “NO”. No 
means no and it can be your best friend if 
you are not afraid to use it. When someone 
asks you to take on a responsibility or a task 
that will put you over the 100% mark, kindly 
tell them you’d love to help them out but 
your schedule does not allow for it at this 
time. 

Another way to use “no” in your favor is 
by protecting yourself from “time stealers” 
like trivial interruptions from the phone, 
email or unannounced visits. Interruptions 
like these are a double whammy- the 
interruption itself and the prospect of 
further interruptions to come. Both can 
reduce your level of effectiveness. Do your 
best to avoid these interruptions by closing 
your office door when working and only 
opening it selectively. And if working from 

home, inform your family that a closed door 
means you are not at available.

Finally, control your own tendencies to 
interrupt your work flow. If you blocked 
out one hour for making sales calls then 
commit to spending one hour making sales 
calls and avoid tempting distractions like 
checking email every four minutes. Honor 
your commitment and respect your time 
just like you would respect anyone else’s. 
You deserve to stay on task and reap the 
benefits that follow in its wake. The sense 
of accomplishment and doing what is most 
important to you are rewards for managing 
your time effectively. Give yourself the 
opportunity to experience these rewards 
and soon you will be managing your time 
instead of it managing you! 

Jennifer Powers, MA., CTACC,  is a successful 
business and life coach, facilitator and speaker. 
She works passionately to help people define 
their goals and create an effective action plan to 
reach them. Jennifer’s practice, Coaching from 
Within, is based in Salem. Visit her at website at 
www.CoachingFromWithin.com or drop her an 
email at Jennifer@CoachingFromWithin.com. 
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Coupon
2 for 1 lunch

Mon-Fri 7am - 5pm
Sat 8am - 4pm

503-588-2353 • 380 High Street NE, Salem
We also provide Catering & Wedding Cakes

Come see the new Arbor: New Ownership~Enhanced Menu

380 High St. 97301, 503.588.2353, 7am-5pm

Salem Business Journal

Lullu’s Tidbits: Lullu Truitt

Food for Thought
Greetings
Food is a four letter word, and just like 

many other four letter words, it can get you 
in trouble. Too much, too little, too fat, not 
enough flavor…and the packaging that food 
comes in, is a story in itself. Cat food, dog 
food – they’re still four letter words! 

On the other hand, biscuits, as in dog 
biscuits are not, and any dog can attest 
to that. I just discovered some great dog 
biscuits that would make any hound howl 
for more. They are called WAGGER’S 
BARKERY. They come in different flavors 
– Peanut Butter, Bacon, Chicken and Beef 
of course, and then there is the Garlic...and 
that must be for an Italian Greyhound. 

But don’t get me started on garlic and 
Italians. We went down that road (flavor) 
before. If you remember I mentioned 
something like: Italians really don’t like that 
much garlic. End of the garlic story.

On the other hand, Italians love pasta or 
maccheroni – any shape – and there are 
a whole lot of them, with any condiment 

– and there is a whole lot of that too. 
Besides the classic shapes like spaghetti 

and fettuccine, there are new shapes that 
were not around when I was growing up 
in Italy, like: Calamarata which is a round 
shape, like a giant ring. Excellent with 
calamari sauce; Cencioni is a flat oblong 
shape; Favette is shaped like a canoe; Onde 
is like a small lasagna strip but it is a square 
shape; Riccia is like a narrow lasagna strip; 
Fusilli is like long curly hair (I’m very 
jealous)!

Maccheroni is the word that Neapolitans 
use as a generic word for “Noodles.” And 
speaking of Maccheroni, Italians have 
an interesting way to describe the act of 
immersing the pasta in the water. In the 
South they “CALA” la pasta or they “DROP” 
the pasta, while in the North  “BUTTANO” 

the pasta – literally “THROW” the pasta. 
However you CALI or BUTTI la pasta, one 

easy, great way to enjoy a great spaghetti 
dish is with a SMALL piece of garlic, great 
olive oil, parsley, a whole lot of pepper,  
cooked in salted water and drained when 
al dente. Sorry, no Parmigiano on this dish! 
This is called Spaghetti Aglio e Olio.

By the way, you have to thank Thomas 
Jefferson for the introduction of spaghetti 
to the USA. He also imported the first Pasta 
Machine to make spaghetti. I wonder what 
kind of sauce he used over his spaghetti and 
if he knew he had to cook them AL DENTE!

Until next time!

So what is the first thing that comes to 
mind when you hear the word “Sushi”?  
Do you start salivating, imagining the 
possibilities of a wonderfully delectable 
Dragon Roll, along with a nice variety of 
Yellowtail Sashimi, a little Maguro Nigiri, 
maybe a tasty sampling of Unagi?  Mmmmm, 
mmmm!  If you’re a die hard sushi fan, then 
you’re probably already vividly imagining 
the feast just described.  You can picture 
the colorful, artistic presentation when your 
order arrives at your table.  You can taste 
the fresh, delicate flavors of the fish. You’re 
anticipating the snappy flavors of wasabi 
and ginger that accompany your meal.  In 
fact, you’re ready right now to hightail it to 
your favorite sushi restaurant ASAP!

Haven’t had the privilege of experiencing 
sushi?  Well, as far as this author is 
concerned, there’s only one place in Salem 
to consider for the ultimate experience; 
Momiji Sushi Bar and Restaurant.  Why? 
Because excellence is the standard.  Owner, 
Wayne Chen refuses to compromise when 
it comes to quality.  “Everything is made 
fresh, all the time,” says Wayne.  “Every 
order is handmade and custom designed.  
Many Sushi Bars make orders ahead of 
time and place them on conveyer belts for 
convenience.  Our sushi is made to order, 
right from the cooler case.  That way, the 
flavors are a lot bolder.”  

Wayne Chen describes sushi as very 
unique.  “It’s in a class by itself.  It’s light 
and refreshing, an elegant delicacy that 
represents seafood in its purist form. No 
other food in the world compares.  Visually, 
sushi is very colorful by nature.  It’s always 
presented artistically to your table.  It’s 
something one must see to appreciate.  Plus, 
dining out for sushi is an event.  Commonly, 
sushi meals are ordered in phases, with just 
a few pieces making up each phase.  You 
order as you go, letting your palate decide 
what comes next.  Your sushi chef or server 
checks frequently with the question, “More 
sushi”?   Because the varieties are so vast, 
it’s always easy to have lots of fun trying 
new things.  It’s all part of the experience.”

Sushi’s good for you, too! Not only is it 
low in fat, boasting few calories, but sushi in 
general contains a wealth of nutrients.  One 
in particular that’s very important is DHA 
(docosahexaenoic acid).  DHA reduces the 
cholesterol levels in your blood and cleans 
it.  It also suppresses inflammation, and 
inhibits the growth of cancer cells.  There’s 
no DHA in red meat or vegetables, another 
great excuse to eat more sushi!

For novices, the best place to start is to 
observe the chefs at the sushi bar. They take 
their craft very seriously, and pay a lot of 
attention to artistic detail when preparing 
your order.  It’s fun to watch!  You’ll find they 
will be more than happy to help you answer 
any questions you may have.  A California 
Roll is a great introduction to sushi.  It is fully 
cooked, and consists of crab, avocado and 

cucumber, 
all rolled 
up inside 
a bed of 
white rice.  
The Unagi 
Roll is 
a n o t h e r 
g r e a t 
starter for 
the beginner’s palate, which is barbecued 
eel, rolled in rice and topped with a zippy 
sweet sauce.  As your confidence builds, talk 
to your chef about sampling some “seared” 
sushi, a nice transition between cooked and 
raw.   Many varieties of fish such as tuna, 
salmon and yellowtail can all be served 

seared.  Then when you’re ready, ask to 
be introduced to something raw.  You’ll 
know when its time.  It could take weeks or 
months. Don’t rush it.  Just start by enjoying 
the process, one piece at a time.  Some folks 
never get to the raw stage, (even though it’s 
wonderful!)  They’re just happy and content 
to enjoy they’re favorite cooked pieces.

One thing is for sure. Once you’ve 
experienced a dining adventure like sushi, 
you’ll quickly discover this timeless truth…
It’s one thing to go out for dinner.  It’s 
something entirely different to go out for 
sushi!

Momiji Sushi Bar and Restaurant is 
located at 2916 Commercial St S.E. Salem, 
Phone 503-763-0325.

Sushi - The perfect 
Summertime 
Indulgence
By KEn InLOW
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City of Salem Construction permits Provided by the City of Salem Buildings and Safety Divison

DeLon BMW
Larry Ramage

Sales Manager
660 Liberty Street NE

Salem, OR 97301

Tel: (503)399-9541
Toll Free: (877)266-0117

Fax: (503)585-5933
E-Mail: LPR1960@peoplepc.com

3532 TURNER RD SE
MANUFACTURED DWELLING
CAL AM HOMES
12450 SW FISCHER RD 300
TIGARD OR 97224
503-968-1280

5401 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$75,000.00
FIRE SYSYTEM
BP WEST COAST PRODUCTS LLC
PI BOX 5015
BUENA PARK CA 90622
ORLANDO FL 32859
714-670-5400

805 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$75,000.00
FIRE SYSTEM
HAGER, MICHAEL
PO BOX 5015
BUENA PARK CA 90662
714-670-5400

4902 TEXTRUM CT SE
$80,000.00
SINGLE FAMILY
DEREK L BROWN & ASSOCIATES 
INC
4949 SW MEADOWS RD SUITE 
400
LAKE OSWEGO OR 97305
971-233-0075

1860 SUMMER ST NE
$3,500.00
COMMERCIAL ADDITION
LEROY KELM
6215 CARVER CT NE
SALEM OR 97301
503-580-0361

1664 PTARMIGAN ST NW
$450,000.00
SINGLE FAMILY
TALMAGE CONSTRUCTION
4676 COMMERCIAL ST SE 280
SALEM OR 97302
503-932-3975

1644 PTARMIGAN ST NW
$450,000.00
SINGLE FAMILY
TALMAGE CONSTRUCTION
4676 COMMERCIAL ST SE 280
SALEM OR 97302
503-932-3975

1614 PTARMIGAN ST NW
$450,000.00
SINGLE FAMILY
TALMAGE CONSTRUCTION
4676 COMMERCIAL ST SE 280
SALEM OR 97302
503-932-3975

4442 STONEWAY DR NW
$10,000.00
RASMUSSEN HOMES
1225 CUNNINGHAM LN S
SALEM OR
503-569-5992

5401 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$50,000.00
COMMERCIAL ADDITION
BARGHUASEN
18215 72ND AV S
KENT WA 98032

3626 25TH ST SE
$32,000.00
COMMERCIAL NEW
HONBECK, DENTON
634 CESSNA ST
INDEPENDENCE OR 97351
503-606-9503

1798 12TH ST SE
COMMERCIAL NEW
SALEM HEATING AND SHEET 
METAL 
PO BOX  12005
SALEM OR 97309
503-581-1536

3723 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL 
DR SE
$75,000.00
COMMERCIAL REMODEL
KDA CONSTRUCTION
3723 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL 
DR SE
SALEM OR 97302
503-508-7429

5250 NORMA AV SE
$325,000.00
TIMBERGREEN HOMES LLC
4624 OSBORN DR SE
TURNER OR 97392
503-743-2270

2979 MARKET ST NE
$75,000.00
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
HAGER, MICHAEL
PO BOX 5015
BUENA PARK CA 90662
714-670-5400

3352 SILVERTON RD NE 100
$500.00
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
CARLSON VEIT ARCHITECTS
3095 RIVER RD N
SALEM OR 97303
503-390-0281

3352 SILVERTON RD NE 150
$4,500.00
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
CARLSON VEIT ARCHITECTS
3095 RIVER RD N
SALEM OR 97303
503-390-0281

556 MURLARK AV NW
$1,000,000.00
COMMERCIAL ADDITION
PETERSON, ERICK
3095 N RIVER RD 
KEIZER OR 97303
503-390-0281

1020 SCHURMAN DR S
$35,000.00
ACCESSORY STRUCTURE
THEDE, BRUCE
1020 SCHURMAN DR S
SALEM OR 97302
503-910-3360

5755 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$1,000,000.00
MULTI CONSTRUCTION INC
3110 25TH ST SE
SALEM OR 97302
503-910-7991

530 CENTER ST NE
$45,000
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
$45,000.00
CINGULAR WIRELESS LLC
1600 SW 4TH AV
PORTLAND OR 97201
503-306-6267

2372 STATE ST
$1,800.00
FIRE SYSTEM
VALLEY FIRE CONTROL INC
217 MAIN ST SE
ALBANY OR 87321
541-928-9253

2812 25TH ST SE
$7,465.00
COMMERCIAL NEW
LIVINGSTON, ROB
683 GLATT CR
WOODBURN OR 97071
503-981-9504

2138 LANCASTER DR NE 124
$110,00.00
COMMERCIAL REMODEL
STUDIO 3 ARCHITECTURE INC
222 COMMERCIAL ST NE
SALEM OR 97301
503-390-6500

2698 PORTLAND RD NE
$1.00
COMMERCIAL CHANGE OF USE
503-581-8180

2711 19TH ST SE
$2,500.00
COMMERCIAL ADDITION
FRITO-LAY INC
3131 S VAUGHN WY UNIT 301
AURORA CO 80014
503-390-6501

1594 EDGEWATER ST NW 110
$20,000.00
COMMERCIAL ALTERATION
FITNESS TOGETHER
9092 SOUTH RIDGELINE BV A
HIGHLANDS RANCH CO 80129
303-663-0880

3500 FAIRVIEW IND DR SE
$1,100,000.00
COMMERCIAL ADDITION
YAMASA CORPORATION
3500 FAIRVIEW INDUSTRIAL DR SE
SALEM OR 97302
503-363-8550

3051 STATE ST
$14,000.00
COMMERCIAL ACCESORY 
STRUCTURE
FARNHAM ELECTRIC CO
1050 NE LAFAYETTE AV
MCMINNVILLE OR 97128
503-581-6287

2150 COUNTRY DR S
$98,00.00
COMMMERCIAL REMODEL
ARBUCKLE COSTIC ARCHITECTS 
INC
363 STATE ST
SALEM OR 97301
503-581-4114

1646 CLAY ST NE
$500.00
COMMERCIAL CHANGE OF USE
SEGURA, LIONEL
1848 TECUMSEH ST NE
KEIZER OR 97303
503-551-8337

2610 22ND ST SE
$240,000.00
NEW COMMERCIAL 
CURRY BRADSHAW ARCHITECTS
2601 25TH SE 300
SALEM OR 97302
503-399-1090

5250 COMMERCIAL ST SE
$500.00
FIRE SYSTEM ADDITION
FIRE SYSTEMS WEST INC
219 FRONTAGE RD N SUITE B
PACIFIC WA 98047-1043
360-693-9906

695 TULIP LN NW
$3,189.00
HOME ADDITION
SANTIAM HOMES LLC
PO BOW 1339
AUMSVILLE OR 97325
503-743-3334

305 LIBERTY ST NE
$74,000.00
FIRE SYSTEM
ADT SECURITY
2815 SW 153RD DR
BEAVERTON OR 97006
503-469-7100

1955 SILVERTON RD NE
$15,999.00
FIRE SYSTEM ALTERATION
JET ELECTRICAL
1935 SILVERTON RD NE
SALEM OR 97303

3185 MARKET ST NE
$1.00
COMMERCIAL CHANGE OF 
OCCUPANCY
NGUYEN, THUY
2950 SILVERTON RD NE
SALEM OR 97303

545 LESLIE ST SE
$45,000.00
HOME ADDITION
EDWIN KURZ
577 HAWTHORNE AV NE
SALEM OR 97301
503-930-2525

MARK YOuR CALENDAR

July 7th at 8:30am

Salem Business Journal 
hosts Greeters at The Blue Pepper
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Building Buzz: Tirza Wibel, Public Relations Strategist

public Relations: Who needs It? Everyone!

If it’s happening this summer 
in the SALEM AREA,
you’ll hear it on KBZY

SizzLing SuMMER SoundS
Music from the 50s, 60s and 70s

On Salem’s First Choice 
KBZY 14 Ninety

Doc Nelson Roy Dittman Terry Sol 

Justin Herr Rick Allen Bill Isabell 

Rich Baily Karen Karsen Terry Long 

Wendy Paulson Ron Norwood

A company lives and dies by its 
reputation.

The key to creating a good reputation is 
establishing a friendly repartee with not 
only your customers, but also the public at 
large. Initiate a healthy relationship and the 
public will come to trust and respect your 
integrity. Create a bad impression and the 
potential customer will be less likely to walk 
through your door.

“Advertising you pay for. Public relations 
you pray for.”

This old adage is true. Good PR is hard 
to come by. It’s not the same as “paid 
advertising.” You can’t get it by simply 
forking over some cash and placing an ad 
in the paper. Today’s consumers will not 
be patronized and are far too savvy to be 
bought off by such cavalier tactics.

Good PR means working hand-in-hand 
with the media to spotlight the skills, 
resources and expertise that your business 
or organization can bring to the table. 
It sometimes requires a public relations 
partner that understands the ins-and-outs 
of print, television and online media and 
has a knack for developing story angles that 
are both newsworthy and favorable toward 
your products or services.

While you can’t guarantee good PR, with 
the right public relations strategy, you can 
expect the media to focus on your company, 
its services and the messages you want to 
send to the outside world. 

Getting the message Out:  The Three-

Step process
Messages are important. They are key 

to forming that good reputation we talked 
about. There’s just one problem:  most 
audiences only remember two or three 
messages at any given time, if that. Burden 
them with too many messages and they may 
be inclined to move along elsewhere.

The moral of the story: develop a limited 
number of messages. Keep it simple. These 
messages can and will change from time to 
time, but you only need a couple of arrows 
in your quiver at any given point. 

And how do you get that message out to a 
public that is ready and eager to learn about 
your business? The PR process is simple 
and can be boiled down to three steps:

* STEP ONE: WRITING.  There’s 
something about the printed word that 
screams credibility. People believe what they 
read in black-and-white. An article or essay 
about your business – whether it comes 
from you or from a journalist writing about 
you – will help to establish your expertise in 
your field.

* STEP TWO:  SPEAKING.  When people 
hear you speaking in public about your field 
of expertise – namely the products and 
services that your company provides – it 
will reinforce the belief that you’re the real 

deal. They begin to trust that you know what 
you’re talking about. Speaking opportunities 
also enable you to meet with prospects one-
on-one.

* STEP THREE:  SELLING.  Steps One 
and Two were all about “getting found”. 
They pointed potential customers in your 
direction. Step Three is all about convincing 
those customers to choose your company 
above all the others.

To sell more, “get found” more. The 
reporter is your friend. He or she can act as 
a messenger to get the word out about what 
you have to offer. A good PR manager or 
partner is your friend also. A professional 
can get you results with perseverance, 
experience and established relationships.

Got Tips?
There is no magic formula to guarantee 

good PR, but in addition to putting effort 
and resources towards a detailed PR plan, 
there are some measures you can take to 
foster good relationships with the media. 
Some simple ideas are:

* Choose your media carefully. Send press 
releases only to the media outlets that 
are likely to cover stories related to your 
company or organization.

* Address those press releases to the 
appropriate contacts. Believe it or not, 

editors receive hundreds of press releases 
every day. If it’s not addressed to the right 
person, your carefully crafted press release 
is likely to find a permanent home at the 
bottom of the newsroom’s wastebasket.

* Make sure your news is actually news. It 
is likely not enough to simply announce the 
creation of a new product, but some editors 
would jump at the chance to interview 
families whose lives were changed by that 
product.

* Creativity is key. Packaging is everything. 
Use creativity when you pitch a story. The 
launch of a new company might make for a 
boring story, but if the company president 
just climbed Mount Everest, it might make 
for a great feature in a hiking magazine. 

* Make friends with editors and reporters. 
The better they know you, they better they’ll 
trust you.

* Have an arsenal of well-written public 
relations materials. Bios of the executive 

Continued on page 28
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Real Estate: Elaine Gesik

Real Estate Changing Trends and Future markets
The cost of energy and mixed economic 

factors have resulted in some changes in 
the financial market, interest rates have 
been steadily rising, and the unabashed 
growth that the housing markets have seen 
over the past 18 months are now beginning 
to moderate to more traditional growth 
patterns.  When the boon in the housing 
market hit housing mortgage rates were 
at all time lows of 4% to 5% which was the 
lowest rate in over 40 years. The market was 
flooded with first time buyers and buyers 
taking advantage of the opportunity to move 
up.  If you were one of those who locked 
into a long term loan, Congratulations on a 
smart real estate move.  When people start 
to talk about decline in the housing market 
we also need to take into consideration 

that the decline is against record breaking 
numbers experienced over the past 18 
months.  If you look at traditional market 
trends in comparison to the current trends 
the market is still healthy and strong.

Changing Trends:
The edging up of the interest rates is netting 

positive trends with the improvement of 
the leasing and rental markets.  With many 
first time buyers now being edged out of 
the market place the multi-family market 
vacancy factors are improving and properties 
are stabilizing with steady occupancy.  The 
office market which has seen record lows 
the past two years is now making a positive 
trend towards higher occupancy as many 
corporations and businesses took advantage 
of the lower interest rates to invest in their 

own real estate now are realizing that the 
cost of ownership may now not out way the 
advantages of leasing.  

Future markets:
A new market and future trend that 

is  now beginning to emerge within the 
market place  is environmentally friendly 
building also known as “green” some 
builders and developers are embracing this 
in full force and while others are starting 
to modulate some building components 
to become more environmentally friendly.  
Thus a new real estate trend and whole 
new economy of building products are 

beginning to evolve around this new trend 
toward environmentally friendly building 
and sustainable products.  If we look to our 
future it only makes sense for us to begin to 
incorporate some of these building practices 
into our current trends.   

Even some of the large corporations 
are starting to be a large supporter of the 
environment. Corporations are also taking a 
look at the changing trends as they relate to 
our environment and economy.  The Home 
Depot Foundation for example is providing 
US Green Building Council grant support 
for its LEED Homes Initiative (Leed is 
the nationally accepted building standard 
for green building) The Home Depot 
Foundation has grant programs for Leed 
standard affordable housing production 
and green building training programs.

If you look at the changing trends to 
more environmentally friendly housing in 
sustainable living projects where homes 
and lots are smaller and there are more 
common and open space and the transient 
oriented friendly development of the urban 
downtown projects that are promoting 
condo living.  The increased density of these 
projects can have positive economic results 
for the developer.

Remember one of the prime components 
in real estate investment is to evaluate 
current and future trends that are based on 
our changing economic markets. Educating 
one-self on current issues and changing 
markets is prudent in order to speculate and 
be on top of the curve.

 
Elaine Gesik has over 18 years of commercial 

real estate experience working for some of 
the nation’s largest real estate investors.  She 
has handled all phases of the transaction from 
start to finish including the asset management 
for large portfolios. She brings a balanced, 
fair approach to commercial real estate. For 
additional advice or questions regarding your 
commercial real estate needs please feel free to 
call 503-586-7402.

officers, a company history, product sheets 
and line cards should all be on hand.

* Only put select spokespeople in front 
of the camera. Representatives of your 
company should be confident, polite and 
knowledgeable about your product or 
service. Training on how to work with the 
media is a must.

* Outreach never ends. Plan on committing 
to an ongoing publicity program with specific 
objectives. It’s not enough to just distribute 
a press release now and then – you must 
keep in touch with the media at all times.

Tirza Wibel, Public Relations Strategist for 
corecubed, is a media placement specialist 
who gets results. She recently led corecubed in 
winning a prestigious Bronze Anvil award from 
the Public Relations Society of America for the 
writing and placement of a feature article. Wibel 
heads up corecubed’s public relations practice. 
For more information visit www.corecubed.com 
or email tirza.wibel@corecubed.com.

wibeL...Continued from page 27

Schwabe Plans Move to New Office Space in 
Downtown Salem

Law firm Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt has 
expanded its presence in Salem by securing 
new office space located in downtown Salem.  
Schwabe has signed a lease for space in The 
Equitable Center Office and Retail Plaza 
located at 530 Center Street N.E. 

The move increases the firm’s office space 

to 1,600 square feet, creating room for the 
continuous and steady growth of the firm, 
and allowing attorneys to be added to the 
roster in the future.

“We are focused on increasing our presence 
in the state’s capital in order to better serve 
our clients throughout Oregon,” noted Mark 
Long, managing partner at Schwabe.  “It makes 
sense for us to invest in the infrastructure in 
order to expand for the long term.”

Like the other Schwabe offices in Seattle, 
Wash., Vancouver, Wash., Bend, Ore., 
and Portland, Ore., the firm’s Salem office 
has seen tremendous growth over the past 
several years, requiring the firm to upgrade 
its facilities.  Current Schwabe attorneys 
practicing in the Salem office include 
shareholder Martha O. Pagel and associate 
Shonee Langford.  Schwabe was represented 

in the transaction by Terri Frohnmayer and 
The Equitable Center was represented by 
property manager Susan Miller.

Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt is a 
regional, multi-service law firm with 164 
attorneys in Portland, Bend, and Salem, 
Ore., and Seattle, Vancouver and Stevenson, 
Wash., and in Washington, D.C.  Schwabe 
was recently ranked 15th in the Oregon 
Business magazine’s “100 Best Companies 
to Work For” in 2006 and was named one 
of “Oregon’s Most Admired Companies” 
in a survey completed by Oregon CEO’s in 
The Business Journal of Portland.  www.
schwabe.com. 

martha O. pagel

Shonee Langford
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On Thursday, June 22, SEDCOR held its 
Annual Honors Luncheon at Willamette 
Valley Vineyards, with over 275 members and 
civic and government officials in attendance. 
The event was sponsored by the Bank of the 
Cascades. 

The awards honor outstanding companies in 
the following categories: Innovative Product, 
Exporter of the Year, Service Provider, 
Community Service and Manufacturer of 
the Year. The Mary Pearmine Workforce 
Leadership Award was also presented by the 
Enterprise for Employment and Education. 
Liz Goulard, SEDCOR Board Chair and Vice 
President, Academic Services, Chemeketa 
Community College, presented the awards 
and was assisted by Ray Burstedt, SEDCOR 
President. 

manufacturer of the year:  Don 
pancho Authentic mexican Foods, Inc.

This award recognizes outstanding 
manufacturers, that are making world-class 
products, creating job opportunities and 
strengthening our communities. It is given 
to the individual who has been active in the 
organization, made contributions to the 
industry and community and is considered 
a successful operator and exemplifies the 
highest business ethical standards. George 
Puentes, President, accepted the award.

Innovative Product: Pacific Stair 
Company, Inc.

This award is given to the individual 
or company who has been active in the 
organization and who has developed a new 
product or process which is on the “cutting 
edge” and who advances the industry and 
the economy through its development. Bill 
Gardner, Vice President, accepted the award.

Exporter of the year: Quest International 
Fruit & Vegetable products

This award is given to the individual who 
has been active in the organization, who has 
demonstrated excellence in international 
market development and expansion and has 
shown a marked increase in export sales. Tim 
Root, General Manager, accepted the award.

Service provider: Shangri-La Corporation
This award is given to the individual who 

represents a non-manufacturing business 
who has been active in the organization, as 
well as the community, provides services 
to the community and is considered a 
successful operator who exemplifies the 
highest business ethical standards. Jan 
Kral, CEO, accepted the award. 

SEDCOR members honored at Annual Luncheon

Community Service: portland 
General Electric

This award is given to the individual 
who has been active in the organization 
and who has exemplified the best qualities 
of corporate citizenship by contributing 
significantly to the community. Ron 
Johnson, Vice President for Customers and 
Economic Development accepted the award 
for CEO & President Peggy Fowler.

mary pearmine Workforce 
Leadership Award - Joni George, 
Climax portable machine Tools

The fourth annual Mary Pearmine Award 
for Workforce Leadership was presented 
to Joni George, Climax Portable Machine 
Tools, by the Enterprise for Employment & 
Education. Joni George was honored for her 
commitment to workforce training and the 
partnerships she has built with private and 
public organizations to increase workers 
skills.

The Mary Pearmine award was created to 
engage local businesses in recognizing the 
importance of developing a more highly 
skilled workforce in the Mid-Willamette 
Valley. This award honors individuals 
and businesses that actively invest in the 
development of their own employees and 
that demonstrate a passion for improving 
the skills and prospects of others. 

Agnes Balassa, Director, Enterprise 
for Employment & Education 

presented the mary pearmine Award 
to Joni George (front).

The SEDCOR Awards Luncheon held at Willamette Valley Vineyards

Jan Kral, CEO, Shangri-La 
Corporation

Bill Gardner, Vice President, Pacific 
Stair Company, Inc.

Tim Root, General manager, 
Quest International

Ron Johnson, Vice president 
for Customers and Economic 
Development, pGE receiving 

award for peggy Fowler, president 
and CEO, pGE

Ray Burstedt, SEDCOR; Larry Goodreau, Bank of the Cascades; George 
puentes, Don pancho Authentic mexican Foods; Liz Goulard, SEDCOR Chair
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201 Commercial NE
Salem • 503-399-0333

Nopp’s
Jewelry & Art

2815 Silverton Rd. NE • 503-581-8111
33% Below Market Value on Collision Repair

Near Fairgrounds

Cos-mol-lis-ion (noun)
MAACO’s specialty - the cosmetic

and collision repair of damaged but
driveable cars for customers paying

out of their own pocket.

The Best Prices in the Industry!

New Ownership
New Management
New Ownership

New Management

• Superior Quality Craftsmanship
• Seamless Repairs
• Up to 33% Savings
• OEM Factory Specs
• Faster Turnaround

• Maintained Vehicle Value
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View all Willamette Valley listings at 
www.windermere.com

View all of our office listings at 
www.salemwindermere.com

SERVING SALEM, KEIZER, DALLAS, MONMOUTH AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
4285 COMMERCIAL ST SE, SUITE 100 • SALEM, OREGON 97302

www.salemwindermere.com  •  (503) 391-1350  •  Salem@Windermere.com

Hire the Best PeoPle

Give them the Best tools

Create a Professional aPProacH

On June 16th, the Salem 
Windermere office held its annual 

Community Service Day. This 
year we provided yard and home 
maintenance for two members of 

our community.  

We want to extend our thanks to 
RR Tree Service for donating their 
time, equipment and manpower. 

Their help made Community 
Service Day a success! 

Exclusive, Card-Accessed Fitness Club 
for Use at YOUR Convenience

420 Mill Street SE • Salem • info@samsdowntownfi tness.com

Limited memberships – no crowds to compete 
with!
Cardio-sculpt, yoga and massage
Personal training for your personal needs
Sport’s specifi c training for athletes who want the 
edge on competition
Cardiovascular machines, free weights, circuit 
training equipment...and more!
Men and women’s showers, far-infrared heated 
sauna and changing rooms

•

•
•
•

•

•

Open
24

Hours

503-391-7383



725 Commercial Street SE 
Salem, Oregon 

Experience in Real Estate really does make the difference.

Better Than New
3 br, 3 ba, 1791sf, open floor plan, vaulted 

brocade ceiling in the living room make it feel 
very light and bright. The yard is in and ready 
for summer BBQs. Laminate flooring in entry, 

dinign and kit and carpet in living room. 
Private lowr level entertainment area is great 

for dual living.

Spacious Entertaining Home
4 br, 2.5 ba, 2691sf, with open floor plan 
and some of the most popular upgrades in 
the area! Full security sys, french doors 

thru-out, prof bball/sports court in backyard. 
Mountain views from balconies, 2 sided fp, 
triple car garage w/shop area, lrg laundry rm 

w/sink. Pro Series Stainless appls, pantry, 
formal living and dining areas.

Great West Salem Location
3 br, 2 ba, 1319sf, nice open floor plan with 
vaults, great room. Light and bright, A/C, 
pellet stove for those cold winter nights! 

Fully fenced yard on corner lot with room 
for RV.

The John L. Scott Foundation 
It’s For The Kids
~ Together ~

We Can Make Miracles Happen
www.JohnLScottFoundation.com

Featured Listings

LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE? Have you considered a career in real estate? Pre-license training now available for $500. 
We provide the tools and support to get your business started. Call Cecily Parks at John L. Scott Salem at 503-585-0100.

(503) 585-0100

High-Definition Home Search™

John L. Scott is the first residential real estate company in the nation to break through the barriers of traditional online 
home searches and offer a High-Definition Home Search powered by Microsoft Virtual Earth.


